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TRYING GOVERNOR SULZER
DECIDES WHEN QUESTION

SEPTEMBER

OFFICERS UNABLE

j

TE8TI

WIF?E

that counsel for the managers had
SPANISH MINISTER PRESENT
noon that he might vo'to Trinidfld,
tried unsuccessfully to locate Sarecky.
San Diego, Cal., Sept. 25. Spanish
but did not know when the trip would
TO
He thought the governor's
Minister Don Rianos y Gayangos, as
counsel
be taken, if at ali. He declined
:knew where he was, and he asked
special representative of King Alfondiscuss the progress of his efforts at
that Judge Herrick inform him as to
so, stood by Lieutenant Governor Walmediation.
TO
LAW
the whereabQUts of Sarecky and of
lace of California today when the latFrederick L. Colwell.
ter dedicated a monument to Juan
Reward for Slayers
"My information is that the man- Cabrillo, the early Spanish navigator
Trinidad, Sept, 25. With $1,000 re- who discovered San Diego hay. Con
agers made no effort to find Mr.
ward offered for their capture, the
Sarecky," replied Herrick. "He has
gressman R. L. Genery represented
search for Thomas Larius and two
been in this city and has advertised
President Wilson and United States
other strikers wanted in connection
his whereabouts. We expect to have MAN UNDER ARREST AT SAN Senator J. D. Works of Califo-ni- a
also GOVERNOR OF COLORADO ISSUES with the
killing yesterday of Marshal MEXICAN MINISTER OF FOREIGN
him here as a witness. I do not know
assisted in the ceremony.
Robert Lee at Segundo, continued
FRANCISCO IS NOT INDIANSTATEMENT
REGARDING
AFFAIRS TO RUN FOR THE
of Mr. Colwell's whereabouts, but we
early today. Preparations also were
APOLIS SLAYER
COAL
STRIKE
PRESIDENCY
him
as
CAN'T
also
a
RECOGNIZE
witness."
expect
HIM
made for the coroner's inquest into
"Will you endeavor to have them
Berlin, Sept. 25 The police of
Lee's death, which was set for 2
Frankfort-on-the-Maihere by tomorrow or Monday?" asked BUT
today received
o'clock this afternoon.
HIS
THE SAME
ON
DEPENDS
THE
COUNTIES
WASHINGTON IS INTERESTED
Mr. Stanchfield.
FACEjS
from New York a photograph of
Although the excitement attending
"On that I will 'Confer with my asself-coFather Johan Schmidt, the
yesterday's first disorder had not enWIFE AND FATHER OF THE MUR- fessed murderer of Anna Aumuller, SAYS THE
sociates," replied Mr. Herrick.
OFFICERS THERE tirely abated, extra guards were put THE UNITED STATES, HOWEVER,
"These transactions a hundred or
DERER SAY HE IS THE .
but, according to the Tagehlatt, they
on duty last night and' early today no
MUST PRESERVE ORDER AT
WOULD NOT BE QUICK TO
more
in number," continued
Mr.
found on comparison between the
SAME PERSON
serious disturbances had been reportALL
COSTS
RECOGNIZE HIM
Stauchficlu, "constituted a common
American photograph and the one in
ed Union leaders and operators to
sehmv.i!, a design on the part of the
their possession of the former Alainz
day again urged upon their partisans
respondent, to display certain contri THE THEORY IS IMPOSSIBLE priest, that they were so unlike trlat STATE
A HAND the necessity for the strictest observ- HE HAS ONLY POOR CHANCE
TO TAKE
it is doubtful whether the two men
butions and conceal others. I conance of law and order. The on'y
cede that the failure to report one
are identical.
threat of disturbance throughout the
MAN
SUSPECT
THE
IN
SAN
WAS
IF PEACE OFFICERS ARE UNSUCmight have been an accident; two a
night was an. exchange of shots be- THE RADICALS DECLARE THEY
FRANCISCO WHEN HOMICIDE
coincident, but to fail to account for
FAMOUS MAJOR SPEAKS
WOULD
tween guards and unknown parties at
NOT GIVE HIM
CESSFUL, MILITIA MAY BE
100 is a crime."
San Francisco, Sept. 25. Major AnOCCURRED
CALLED UPON
Segundo, in which no one was hurt.
THEIR
SUPPORT
drews S. Rowan, U. S. A., retired, naPresiding Judge Cullen then rendered a long opinion on the position,
known
man
as
car
"the
who
tionally
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 25.
at the conclusion of which he anDenver, Colo., Sept. 25. Lawless- ried the message to Garcia." took Dart
Washington, Sept. 25. Th9 nomina
was small doubt today in the
There
in
STEAMERS
of
the
dis
coal
BOYCOTT
tion
nounced he would over-rulof Federico Gamboa, Mexican
the momining'
any
in
dedication
of
the
the siteness
minds of the San Francisco detective today
tion and submit it to a vote of me
minister of foreign affairs, ry tho
on which the republic of Cuba will tricts affected by the strike will not
court. The presiding judge said that bureau that Joseph Ellis, the man erect a pavilion for the Panama-Pacifibe countenanced and if the county
party for pre3'det,
QUEENS, OWN HARBOR c interest
if the present case were a criminal sought by the police of Pittsburgh,
international exposition in j 915. peace officers are unable to handle the
here in tho Mtrlcan Bifi -trail he would be disposed to exclude Louisville and Indianapolis in connec
situation the state will step in, maintion. Secretary Bryan declined
to
evidence on charges not specified in tion with a series of hotel robberies
tain order, and punish persons respon AMERICANS WISHING TO BOARD comment on the situation.
culminating last Monday night In the
the indictment.
ORTIZ FAILS
While the United States might ulti
sible, for disorders.
SHIP PASS RESOLUTIONS
"This case, however,' ha said, murder at Indianapolis of Joseph
This was the program made public
OF CONDEMNATION
mately recognize Gamboa, if chosen"should be construed with 'greater lat- Schlansky, a second hand clothes dealat a legal and fair election, the dispo
today in a signed statement issued
TO GET
er, is now in the city jail here bookitude."
sition
M.
in official circles was to doubt
E.
Ammons,
by Governor
Queenstown, Ireland, Sept. 25. The
He added that Article 6 of the im- ed as Fred Brokaw.
The governor explained that the White Star liner Olympic today fol- whether he could bo elected. Repre
At the same time, it seemed to be
peachment had mentioned the receipt
REFUSES TO MAKE HIM reason for making a formal state- lowed the example of the big Cunard sentatives of tho constitutionalist
and SENATE
of $30,000 by the governor without' established that if both Ellis
ment was the misleading reports of steamers and shunned Queenstown party declared tho radical party of
POSTMASTER IN THE TOWN
naming the donor and that counsel Brokaw are the same person, the man
attitude that have gained circula- harbor. A commotion that stirred the Mexico would tako no part In the elechis
OF LAS VEGA8
for the respondent had ample oppor- sought is not the Indianapolis slayer.
tions and that the revolutionists would:
whole city followed.
tion in many of the mining camps.
'
tunity to ask for a bill of particulars. The alleged murderer bore a remarkTwo
the
hundred
to
efforts
his
to
passengers, mostly refuse to recognize Gamboa. The
prevent
Washington, D. C, Sept. 25. The Referring
"This," said Judge Cullen, "WTey able likeness to Ellis or Brokaw a
settlea
to
and
sacks of mail opinion of American officials was that
1,500
Americans,
and
later
arrange
strike
senate this afternoon refused to condid not do."
likeness so complete and satisfying
he says that while these en- were waiting here for the Olympic. tho nominee of the Catholic party
ment,
of
Ortiz
Susano
the
nomination
firm
Court adjourned for the noon recess that a photograph of Brokaw sent out
as postmaster of the town of Las Ve- deavors have been unsuccessful, "I Officers of the company ordered them could not triumph at a popular elec
with Tekulsky still on the stand.
by the Pittsburgh police in circular
insist that lawlessness be pun- sent out on tenders to be transferred tion In Mexico.
At the outset of today's session the form, and which he admits to be his gas, N. M.. Ortiz had the support of shall
The overwhelming opinion recently
no matter by whom committed." to the liner.
ished
his
in
the
democratic
organization
question whether the use which portrait, had been positively identi-- !
The tenders ljovided were anti- shown in the Mexican chamber
of
statement
full
in
The
governor's
Governor Sulzer made of the $2,500 tied by a woman who believed she own state, but it ia reported that se
o
quated" boats which pitched and tossed deputies against the selection of
:
follows
recently.
given him by Jacob H. Schiff consti maried him, and a man who believes rious opposition developed
and
the
time
the
outside
the
of
leader
Catholic
a
got
by
they
statements
Tamariz,
"Owing to misleading
tuted larceny, precipitated a heated himself to be his father. The father Ortiz was.reconvrnended to the presicirculated in the strike districts, I harbor the skippers declared that the party,, as, minister of jpulic- insn iKj:
tne
best
as
democratic
available
dent
No
renwas
final
decision
argument.
sea was too dangerous for a transfer.
swooned and the woman tried to comis regarded Iby offk-ialhere as.
dered by the court. On its determi- mit suicide when shown the circular. material for postmaster to succeed the deem it advisable to say there will After a brief stay near the liner the tion,
s
unsa
Gamboa
how
Indicating
tifactory
the
between
a re- be every
nation depends the question as to
old vessels made for smoother water. candidacy would be to the liberals."
Yet Brokaw was arrested here on present official, Ignacio Lopez,
to
authorities
enforce
local
state
and
whether the governor is guilty of the the dav the IndianaDolis murder was publican. There has been no opposiAfter remaining two hours the
Americans' Perilous Journey
most serious charge against him, m
tion from the republicans of New order.
tenders returned to Queenstown and
comraitted) and he is able to account
Americans, mostly women a..l
coma
Fifty
and
have
consulted
"I
have
the event that it should be shown f6l.
which gives strength to the
c
disembarked the would-b,his movementB satisfactorily for Merico,
auchildren,
winding their wy through
the
local
with
understanding
in every instance that no restriction
belief that he was rejected at the in plete
An Indignation mountain
passengers.
ious to his arrest
time
passes on an overland tn'i?
was placed by the donors on the gifts
stance of the democrats of Las Vegas, thorities of all the affected districts meeting was held on the pier.
Brofcaw denje8
but
,8
he
to
the
Texas
border, 'eft I)ui.
the
reached
we
j
have
following
and
of money rece ved by Mr. Sulzer dur- William A. Clarke took the
on their long ond penKnis jourunderstanding:
chair and a resolution moved by Jus
admitted today that he was arrested
ney.
arrest tice Colahan of New York and
At the opening of today's session
sec
GAME
BE "That all peace officers notwillauthorizin Los Angeles November 26, 1909. The FIRST
Vice Consul McCaughan is ac Jm-and punish every person
of the Sulzer trial Edgar TV Brackett
onded by Michael Sullivan of Oakland,
of the Los Angeles police
records
panying the party, whoso dcpauuie
ed by law who Is found carrying con- Cal., was
moved to strike from the records the
adopted, vigorously protest leaves only about 23 Americans
;r,
imwill
courts
The
answer of Jacob H. Schiff yesterday, force show that on that date Joseph
cealed weapons.
PLAYED OCT
ing against the failure of the liner to Durango, according to official advicin which the witness said he did not Ellis, alias Fred Brokaw, alias Frefl
by
jury
investigate,
grand
mediately
enter the port. Urgent telegrams
es, and not more than 40 In the outlyIntend his $2,500 prl'rt. to Sulzer as Boley, alias R. White was arrested.
if need be, every act of violence and were sent to the White
Star com
was obtaining
"And the charge
offenders will be prosecuted promptly pany demanding that the vessel be ing districts.
"(Campaign expenses."
Consul Hamm repiri.s it is not
"The intent of the witness cannot money under false presentes?" he was NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA and punished, no matter who they detained at Queenstown and proper
WILL BEGIN BATTLE FOR
remain-ihow many Ameri-ianknown
affect the Intent of the receiver of asked.
warned
are
may be. All parties
facilities afforded for the passengers!
CHAMPIONSHIP
was
"It
the
Torreon
and
about
districts
money,"!
Laguna
something
the fund," argued Mr. Brackett.
calculated
to embark.
against Incendiary speeches
but it is supposed only a few ate in
Louis Marshall, Q,f the Sulzer coun- admitted Brokaw.
Yesterday he said
to Incite riot, bloodshed or destruction
It Is assumed that the White Star
a!
25.
was
he
Assuming of
either place, as many caravans now
Philadelphia, Sept.
arested in Los Angeles as
sel, argued against the motion.
will
bs
offenders
property, and
company has concurred in the Cuare enroute for Monterey and Tarn.-"This case should be considered," deserter. Then he was shown a dis- - that the New York team will win the held strictly to account. Wherever nard line's
The
of
the
port.
boycott
National league pennant, the members
he said, "precisely the same, as if we patch from Los Angeles."
saloons are used as rendezvous for Olympic sailed at 6 o'clock without pico.
commission
Baseball
National
the
Jf
Constitutionalist headquarters here
were trying an indictment as if the
"Why, they're crazy," he exclaimed.
disturbers their licenses will be reon board the passengers and
out copies 'of a proclamation,
defendant had committed the crime "I'm not Ellis. I newer used that today decided that the first game be- voked. Both sides to this controver- taking
gave
the mail.
to have been issued in Mexico
said
of larceny. You cannot be made the alias and my father is living in Spo- tween that club and the Philadelphia
sy are expected to assist in bringing
victim of the crime of larceny when kane, not Richmond.
City and signed by Fernando Calder-o- n
The only alias American league team for the world's to
judgment any person who violates
as chief of the liberal party, and
the giver places no restrictions on the I ever used began with the letter B. championship shall, be played in New the law.
INSURANCE COMPANIES about 50 leaders, declaring definitely
If they look up the register of the York on October 7. '
gift he makes."
"I expect the counties to control the
that the liberal party would take no
The umpires agreed upon for the
Presiding Judge Cullen refused to hotel in Los Angeles where I stayed,
situation. Whenever they shall be
in the elections because Mexico,
strike out the answer.
they'll find "that I was registered series are H. Connolly, John J. Egan, unable to do so, the state will InterARE OWEN EXEMPTION part
was
in a state of peace necessary
not
Is
and
Identified
William
Charles
Clem
J.
as
under
Signature
Brokaw,
Rigler. vene and take any steps that may apmy right name,
for electoral preparations, and bearThomas M. Goodwin, the paying and the newspaper clipping of that
The second game will be played in
to be necessary to protect life
teller of the Farmers' Loan and Trust "date will give me my right name, too Philadelphia October 8, after which pear
ing an intimation that the Mexicaa
and
prevent 'intimidation WILL NOT PAY INCOME TAX ON congress
property,
the club will alternate between the
company, was then recalled. He was
might defer tho. elections
POLICIES ON WHICH REabuse of all kinds and restore and
from October 26 for those reasons.
two cities. In case a game is post- and
questioned by Attorney John B.
Brokaw Has a Record
GIVEN
ARE
BATES
enforce order and law. I have been
The proclamation contends that
Stanchfield concerning the instruction
Washington, Sept. 25. The police poned because of rain, or for some unable to effect a settlement between
without the participation of the liba
or
he had received from the attorney here- believe Brokaw is the man
other cause,
legal game is not
inter25.
Great
Washington, Sept.
the contending parties, but I shall inbt- a
for the trust company iiuc
and convicted here last June played, the teams will remain in the
;oiify
est centered today about the decision eral party anyone.election cannot
no
be
lawlessness
sist
that
punished,
fair
to signatures
and
free
that had not passed for obtaining money under false
city where the iiostponement occurred
from
of the tariff conferees to exempt
Officials were very reluctant to exthe institution in which he is tenses. He was paroled on the plea until a legal game shall have been matter by whom committed."
the income tax that portion of the
union
at
opIssued
Statements
and
press
any opinion on the Gamboa canemployed.
;of Representative Johnson of Wash- - played. In the event of a regal game
on mutual life insurance
or its relations to tho attitude
Mr. Stanchfield hunreu tne witness ington, one of his victims, and left resulting in a tie, the two clubs will erators' headquarters today exprefcs-e- d premiums
didacy
as
holders
gratification with the situation, the policies returned to, policy
of the United States toward Mexico.
a check of the Frank V.Strauss com-- . Washington about July 1 for Seattle not play it off in the city where it
Such action on the part
95 ner dividends.
The' check was en- - oh transportation
pany for $1,000.
furnished by the occurred, but will move on to the miners' officials still claiming
was unexpected, as It appeared plain, however, that tha
the
of
conferees
on
men
are
strike in Las
administration view was that the
dcrsed "William Sulzer." At first the congressman. He told people here next city the same as though the con- cent of the
amendments
the
originally made by Gamboa
witness was inclined not to identify that his father was superintendent of test resulted in one of the teams win- Animas and Huerfano counties, and
candidacy was a practical
been
rftiA
nnAi'fltors 'hpinc Annallv nnaittvp the senate to that end had
elimination of Huerta the principal
the signature, but finally he answer-- 1 a sanitarium on the Pacific coast, ning.
into
went
out
tne
bill
before
mnn mM , r dropped
..rfinn.
ed:
All games will start at 2 p. m and in
The police do not think Brokaw and
tiling for which the United States has
cotiference,
at
than
work,
contended In all its negotiations, and
"I am of the opinion that it is the Ellis are the same!
on
yesterday.
band
concerts
each
today
there will be
reached
last
decision
the
tinder'
in that respect the development had
Reports from northern and western
signature of W illiam Sulzer."
ground from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m.
night all life Insurance companies
Goodwin then yielded and identified congratulating the governor-elec- t
on
The players eligible for the series Colorado showed conditions in those
brought the situation in accord with
writing mutual policies, and mutual President Wilson's
'
districts practically unchanged.
the signatures on the two checks tie his nomination, said:
views.
are.:
marine Insurance companies are treatThe governor's announcement of the
had declined to identify yesterday
"I know congratulations are very
New York Burns, Cooper, Craudall,
ed similarly.
those of Abram Elkus for $500 and pleasant and very nice, but a cam- Doyle, Demaree, , Fletcher, Fromme, state's determination to maintain orNo part of their income ia exempted
Consul Shoots Himself
the Lyman H. Spaulding check ror paign to be successfully conducted re- Grant, Herzog, Hartley, Marquard, der and prevent lawlessness was well
that part of the premium on
except
The witness then testified to quires something more than words, Mathewson, Wiltse, Murray, Meyers, received at the headquarters of the
$100.
El Paso, Tex., Sept r.".-.- .
1. Are-vethat Is returned to the polmade and so I am enclosing my check, for McLean, Merkle, Robinson, McCor-mic- contending forces. Apparently it tend- any policy
cash deposits totaling $14,-flMexican consul at Cate.vle , Calif.,,
holder as a dividend or rebate.
icy
in his institution by William Sulzer $500, to aid in the expenses of your
ed to create a feeling of greater securShafer, Snodgrass, Thorpe,
a hul
The conferees today took up final ia in a hospital in Tanre.?,
between September 12, 1913, and his campaign."
Wilson and Schupp.
ity among the residents of the mining work on the tariff bill. . When they let hole in his chest. Ho arrived Iht.;
Mr. Stanchfield then produced the
inauguration, and was excused.
Philadelphia Schang, Lapp, Ben- camps whether the individuals were left the capltol at midnight last night Saturday and is said to !nvn j
Abram Elkus then tesrrried Ire had governor's letter in reply. It was very der, Thomas, Plank, Coombs, Houck, numbered among the strikers or those it was with
the hope that the confer- drinking heavily. Y;were)y iu'
known William Sulzer' for about 20 brief. It thanked1 Mr. Elkus "many, Brown, Shawkey, Pennock, Mclnnes, who refused to lay down their tool3. ence
should' be sent to the to Juarez. He was found in a r
report
years. He Identified a copy of a let- many times" and said:
Ethelbert Stewart, federal mediator government printing office late today room of a JuarpS! a i'n imnwmi
Bush, Wyckoff, Collins, Barry, Baker,
r
"I appreciate every word you say Orr, Davis, La van, Oldring, s trunk, appointed by the department of labor, and be laid before the two houses of after the shootijisr. ffo t ,,
ter he had written Mr. Sulzer on
.
4. In the letter Mr. Elkus, after and all you have done."
E. Murphy, D. Murphy, Walsh, Daley. is still in lTOnver. He said this after- - congress tomorrow.
'
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a shock
Vegans
got this morn- ing when ihey saw the
snow storm.
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SAYS EXECUTIVE
CONCEALED

DELIBERATELY
SOURCES

OF

HIS SUPPORT

HE FILED FALSE STATEMENTS
FOR THIS REASON, IT IS ARGUED,
HE IS UNFIT TO HEAD STATE
GOVERNMENT
Albany, N. Y., Cept., 25. The court
of impeachment for the trial of Gover-

nor Sulzer today voted unanimously
in favor of admitting all testimony in
reference to alleged campaign contributions received by the governor whe- ther specified in the articles of Jm-peachment Or not
The point arose on the testimony of
Morris Tekulsky, a New York liquor
dealer, and former president of the
New York City Liquor Dealers' association. He had known William Sulzer for 23 years, he said, and considered himself an Intimate acquaintance.
When he started to tell about the
organization's contributions to Sulzer,
Attorney Marshall objected, maintaining there was nothing in the articles
of impeachment regarding this witness. The purpose of the articles of
impeachment, he contended, was to
give notice to a respondent of the nature of the accusations against him
and to afford him time to prepare an
answer.
Mr. Stanchfield, in reply, declared
fhat the managers "have secured and
are- - prepared to prove that Sulser received a large number of contributions, vastly in excess of those which
appear on the face of the charges.
There ia no question, ad a matter of
law, but that this evidence is admis1

sible.

"The managers charge that William
Sulzer filed a false statement of campaign expenditures intentionally. He
contributions
s'udiously concealed
from
sources
all
he
where
thought their public
acknowledgment might injurs his political future.
Therefore, we claim that it is proper
that we should show all instances
wherein he acted in a manner that
renders him unfit to occupy the high
place he now fills.
"One, of the governor's defenses is
that the omissions were the result of
a mistake. We charge that he deliberately set out to falsify his statement and that he accomplished his
purpose."
In cross examination by Mr. Marshall the witness was queried as to
his intent in making the gift. Mr.
Stanchfield objected. This precipitated a wrangle in which judges
senators joined.
"I have grave doubts," said Judge
Hiscock, "as to the admission of that
evidence, but I have no objection 10
admitting it if we reserve the right
to decide the question at the end of
the trial."
Senator Brown, objected that "one
violation leads to another" and suggested that the vote be taken at once.
Mr. Marshall then withdrew his question. Mr. Stanchfield objected to the
withdrawal and made a plea far immediate decision The wrangle finally
was dosed by the presiding - judge,
who said he would look further into
the law on the matter before rendering a final opinion. Mr. Elkus was
then excused without having answered the question.
Web Floyd, president of the Mutual
Alliance Trust company, who took the
stand after Mr. Elkus had been excused, was questioned concerning the account of Louis A. Sarecky, Governor
Sulzer's campaign secretary. The account, the witness said, was opened in
August, 1912, with a deposit of $425.
Between October and December 1 the
total deposits amounted to $14,006.
The balance on December 31 was
$489.
One of the deposits was the
Schiff check of $2,500.
announced
Attorney Stanchfield
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UA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

Satin iDittc
Gljc ESTABLISHED
1879.

Published

By
CO.

THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated.)

being too early to get up, and finally
starts in slow and gently like a roller
coaster at the top of the track.
And despite Mr. Edison's vacation-les- s
example, It probably is well for
man to rest occasionally the same as
nature. The Wizard appears to he
an evergreen tree of humanity, but
most of us are decidedly deciduous.

SUITS

ROAD
STRUCTURE WILL MAKE

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
$ .05.
Per Copy
15
One Week .
65
One Month
17.50
One Year
Dally, by Mall
$6.00
One Year
3.08
Bix Months

BLE TRAVEL FROM FLORIDA
TO CANADA

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25. E. Pack,
county superintendent of Quay county, has sent to the state educational
department a partial statement of
the educational situation in his county. The report embraces 29 districts
outside of. the city schools of Tucum-cari- .
Other schools are running, but
contracts have not been closed with
the teachers, so they will be included
in a later report. Of the 29 districts
three only will have nine months
school, four will have eight months,
three will hold for seven months, two
for six months, 16 for five months
and four for two months. The average
salary paid the teachers is $56.30 a
month.' There are 1,227 pupils enrolled In the 29 districts, averaging a
little over 42 to the district.
Water Application
John R. Smyer of Carne, Luna coun
ty has filed notice of Intention to appropriate water with the state engineer' office. He asks for 2.5 second
feet by diversion from the Little Florida draw, and will irrigate 200 acres
of land in township 24 south, range 7
west.
In the United States Court
A bankruptcy suit was atled in the
United States , district court, Judge
William H- Pope presiding, by a number of different concerns asking that
the Cimarron Lumber company be de
clared a bankrupt. A suit of Edward
H. Hauser vs. the Western Union Telegraph company was brought to the
court on removal from Bernalillo
county.

New York; Sept. 25. Work has begun here on what will eventually be
the longest bridge in the world, which
is to be a part of the world's shortest
fourtrack railroad only six miles in
length. This new bridge, the fifth to
connect ol.i New York with Long Island, will cross the Hell Gate end of
East River, with footholds on both
Ward's and Randall's Islands. The
New York rise, begins at 142d Street.
At Bronx Hill it will be 65 feet above
the water. Between the Bronx and
Randall's Island the span will be divided so that each' half may lift and
allow the passing of vessels between.

This is known among bridge builders
as the "jack-knifdark." There will
GROWER
he a clearing of 135 feet above high
J2.00
One Year
water over the main channel of East
61x Months
river between Ward's Island and Long
Island. The longest of the five spans
will be 1,017
feet. The abutment
tCash in Advance for Mail Subscripbases are of granite masonry, surtions.)
Kemit by draft, check or money ormounted iby towers of concree masonder. If sent otherwise we will not
ry, which will support the largest and
e responsible for Iosb.
heaviest steel members ever fabricated in a bridge shop. Some of these
Specimen copies free on
0
pieces will weigh 185 tons. About
tons of steel will be required and
440,000 cubic yards of masonry. This
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
road the New York Connecting rail
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
road, by name is to be the link, here
PAID FOR
tofore missing, fe- - through travel
without change between Canada and
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
Florida.
largest daily and weekly circulation
To Buy Houses Cheaply
of any newspaper in northern New
City houses that can be purcased
Mexico.
at a cost of 68 cents a day are about
Two Men Raroled
to the placed within reach of New
TELEPHONES
Paroles were signed today by Gov- Yorkers.
Taxes, insurance and water
Main 2 ernor McDonald In the cases of W . P.
Business Office
rents will increase this daily cost to
Main 9 Kooken and Frank Rice, both of
.News Department
S3 cents.
Plans for a first batch of
Chaves county, who had served their 150
such houses are ready and for
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 25, 1913. minimum sentence. Both men have
them there are already more than 600
work offered them.
applicants. The scheme Is not a
Buried
Goulet
Is
SCHOOL PAltTIES
Theodore Goulet, serving a sentence philanthropic one, but provides a reaof
from 70 to 99 years for murder, sonable profit while supplying livable
We would like to see some high and
who
died Tuesday morning, was houses at low cost to wage earners.
or
dis
established
mighty authority
The first group is to be built in the
covered this year that could regulate buried at noon today In the penitenti
Borough f)f Queens convenient . to
receiv
has
been
word
once
to
cemetery,
ary
school parties and limit them
a month or once in two weeks at ed from his father that he was unable many large Industrial plants. They
are to be
houses
most, in each grade, says the Jewell to bear the expense of transporting
with at least three bedrooms, besides
to
in
old
remains
home
the
the
back
and
When
boys
(Kas.) Republican.
living room, kitchen and bath. The
girls are out until midnight two or Minnesota for interment.
Two Adltlonal Delegates
cheaper houses will be built in rows
three nights a week it's a cinch that
Governor McDonald
has added after the type known as "Philadelphia
they can make no headway In their
studies; and there are other objec- Clara D. True of Espanola, and Wil houses," while the more expensive
with
tions to the party business, especially liam R. McMurray of Roswell to the ones are to be
when Ions late trips are made into list of delegates formerly published gardens on three sides. Conditions to
the country. There are usually two to the International Dry Farming con- tie exacted of those who buy will be
or three girls In each grade who are gress to be held at Tulsa, Okla., be- good morai character, five years'
steady employment, recommendation
party crazy, the Republican says fur- ginning October 22.
Will Speak at Rc
of employers for trustworthiness, genther. These are organizers and the
Alvin N. White, superintendent of erally good health, and at least one
ones who "start things" and keep
'M'..
Parents might squelch public instruction, has accepted an In- child to the family.
them
such girl.-- : by refusing to open their vitation to be present and speak at
. Floating
Hotel to Go
"All ashore on October 7," is the
doors to any party, if another has the educational day exercises to be
been held in that grade during the held at the Roy district fair, Octo order that has been promulgated on
inonth, or by refusing their children ber 9.
aboard the "Jacob Stamler," a fine old
Socorro County Enumeration
three masted ship which had long
permission to attend if a place is
The state educational department
hired for holding it. Well conducted
ploughed the "seven seas" before its
has received from County Superinconversion by a well known philanparties at reasonable intervals are all
tendent Ben Sanchez of Socorro counright, but the party business can be
thropist about 15 years ago into a
overdone to the injury of the young ty, the results of the school enumera- "deep sea hotel" for workers. Here
tion in that county. The total chilpeople and the schools.
it has been possible for a
dren between the ages of 5 and 21
o
young woman or man to enjoy the
number 4,589, exclusive of district 23,
comforts
of a well ventilated room and
STOPPING WORK
where no enumeration was taken.
This would make a total enumeration three wholesome home cooked meals
Thoma3 Edison has been advised by for the county of 4,634, counting dis- a day for $2.S0 and $3.50 per week,
A great boon has this
his physicians not to take another va- tricts 23 and 45, its population last respectively.
cation. He took one some time since, year. This' shows a gain of over 100 opportunity been to many who found
the first for eight years, and was se- pupils in Socorro county In the past it. impossible to live decently on their
riously ill a little later. The doctors year. Of the 4,589 enumerated 2,455 weekly earnings of five or six dollars,
or even less, In former years it was
thought It was the direct result of are boys and 2,134 are girls.
customary to run the floating hotel
day
knocking off his regular
work schedule.
TO BEGIN ON LINCOLN MEMORIAL out beyond Sandy Hook and anchor
The theory is the same as that conWashington, Sept. 25. The Lincoln for the night, and the ocean air
cerning various habits. If a man Memorial commission, which
has brought health and happiness to the
uses tobacco, which Is a poison, the full eharse of the work of
erecting the worn and brainfagged workers aboard
system starts to work to prepare an Lincoln memorial structure, in Poto- but dire possibilities of fire and storm
antidote. If he keeps using tobacco mac Park, on the axis of the capitol were suggested by the "General Slo- his system keeps manufacturing anti- and the
Washington monument, held cum" tragedy, since which the hotel
dote, if he stops tobacco suddenly a
meeting here today for the purpose has been kept safely in port. As a
his system goe3 right on for a time of
considering the bids and awarding matter of course, the schooner yacht
manufacturing its antidote, which, the contracts for the construction "Gitana." which has been moored
like many poison antidotes, may be
work.
has fixed the limit alongside the "Stamler" and used as
a poison itself with the agent it was of cost Congress
of the structure at $2,000,000 Sleeping quarters by the men board
meant 10 act upon out of the way.
and has appropriated $300,000 for be- ers, will likewise be put out of com
Mr. Edison la one of the hardest
mission. As might be expected, the
the work.
workers in the world and it is pre- ginning
The designs for the memorial to be decision to discontinue the hotel has
sumed his Bystem long ago got In the
erected are those submitted by Henry been received as a sad blow by all
habit of manufacturing a hard-worthe New York architect, and those on board and an appeal for reantidote rmi now ha doesn't dare Bacon,
will personally superintend consideration has already been made.
the
latter
quit wori mir entirely without being
Heroin Habit Is a Menace
work.
the
It has been decided gen
in dancnr
f being poisoned by him-flflThe
heroin habit is declared to be
on
work
the
that
foundation
the
erally
Bosh? Perhaps so. But Mr.
New
York's
newest and greatest peril.
30
commence
shall
within
from
days
Edison's drrfors are good doctors and
the signing of the contract and com- The discoverer of the extensive and
that Is their theory.
The way to do, of course, Is to take pleted within 12 months, and that the rapidly growing use of heroin for narshall be completed cotic purposes pronunces this white,
a lesson from nature. After a long, superstructure
tireless summer of effort, nature does within four years. If the entire work crystalline, odorless powder one of the
not. settle down into a winter rest all is combined In one contract its com- most dangerous of drugs five times
In a jiffy
Rather, sho quits work pletion is expected within four years. as powerful as nalorphine for ,1'nstance.
gradually, letting loose like an old Test borings on the site of the memo- Although the drug has been on the
man' turning his business over to his rial show that solid rock Is found at market only about five years and its
sons. And the next spring she doesn't distances varying from 27.9 feet to sale Is supposedly restricted, It apstart to work with full sails spread. 41.7 feet below mean low water mark, pears that thousands of New Yorkers
Fho loosens her loinfs and
which i on the average 16 feet below
many of whom are mere youths aland rolls over and grumbles about it the present surface of the ground,
ready are slaves to its use and that it
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Wear
Guaranteed to
Satisfactorily
BOYS' CLOTHING

"DIME" GUARANTEED SOCKS

department we are showing the best variety we
have ever had. Boys' suits, overcoats, waists, hats, caps and
underwear, in all the newest, most desirable things of the
season, at popular prices.
Exceptional values in suits and overcoats at

offers the best possible value for the
money. They come in black, tan, navy
and cadet, are fast color and perfect
fitting. 6 pairs for 60c.

INTERWOVEN SOCKS
In this

are made with a specially woven heel, toe
and sole and give the greatest possible
service. Black and colors at 25c.
KV'ERY

PAIR GUARANTEED

6

$2.50 to $7.00

Pairs Uuaranteed

as
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IS COMING
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IS COMING
WATCH FOR DATE

to Wear 6 Months

WATCH FOR DATE
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America's greatest garments for men, are all wool, made in Hie best of styles and a
large variety of patterns, wear well and keep their shape to the last.
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is working frightful havoc mentally,
morally and physically in every section of the city and among; every stratum of society. The habit is most
frequently acquired from the Use of

"quack" remedies for such troubles as
catarrh, asthma and colds, though one
of its worst features is the disposition
of heroin fiends to urge its use upon
others. Among the trade marks of Its
habitual users are a yellow whiteness
of the face, a down-drawstupid
mouth, always elevated
and a "dopey" look In the eyes.
Odd Transfer of Convicts
A most remarkable case of its kind
was the recent transfer without any
guard whatever of a group of convicts
from the state farm at Valatie, New
York, to the Great Meadow prison at
Comstock. There were eight of them
all long term men, three having
been convicted of manslaughter. According to the farm authorities their
l.iison record were so good that no
fear was entertained of any attempt
to escape when thus placed on their
honor, although a lay over of nearly
an hour at Albany afforded ample opportunity. All were dressed in overalls, except one young member of a
family in this city who was
resplendent In a new suit of clothes
just received fromjgj home. There
was nothing about the men to distinguish them from ordinary workers.
They were, however, establishing a
record in the criminal history of the
state.
well-to-d-

o

Friends Expected Her to Die
"I sincerely believe my life was
saved in the Fall of 1910 by using
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes Mrs, Agnes
Booth, Tonawanda. N. Y. "I was
taken with diarrhoea followed by an
attack of acute Indigestion. Power of
the pen fails to portray the agonies I
endured. My friends expected me to
die as I had been unable to get relief
for so long a time. This remedy went
directly to the seat of the trouble and
cured me In a few hours time." For
sale by all dealers.
Adv
-

-
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WANTS NEW TRIAL
Athens, Ga.,'sept. 25. The hearing
on the motion for a new trial in the
case of J. W.. Griffin, formerly president of the defunct Athens Trust and
Banking company, who on July 5 wa3
sentenced to six years and six months

in the state penitentiary for wrecking
the bank of which he was the head,
which was set for today, is attracting considerable interest in legal and
official circles owing to the peculiar
circumstances Tipon which the motion
Is based.
The case was tried before Judge
Brand of the Clark county superior
court and a jury during the first week
of July. After the judge had charged the jury the latter withdrew to
consider the case. Before returning
to his home in the evening, Jude
Brand stopped at the court house and
through the door of the jury room, in
the presence of the sheriff and the
bailiff, called to the members of the
jury and asked them whether thev
wished to retire for the night. They
declared that they had agreed on a
verdict and would be ready in a few
minutes, but that they desired further
advice from the court as to their
rights to make recommendations regarding the punishment. Judge Brand
declared that he could not make any
statement to them till the defendant
and his attorneys and the state's at
torney were present. He sent for
them at once and explained the situa
tion.
As soon as Judge Holden, one of
GrTffln's attornevs. had heard Judee
Brand's statement, he made a mtion
for having the case declared a mis- -

I

trial upon the ground that Judge
Brand, without the presence of the
defendant or his attorneys and without
their consent, had had communication
with the jury in regard to the case.
After some heated argument Judge
Brand overruled the motion, called
the jury in and after having given
them further instructions, sent them
back to their room to decide upon
their verdict. In a short time the jury
returned, found Griffin guilty, but recommended him to the mercy of the
court. Griffin's attorneys
promptly
submitted a motion for a new trial
and the hearing was set for today. ,

THE GUARDIAN OF
THE TRAVELING PUBLICS' SAFETY
The Waltham
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SNOW
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Boston, Sept. 25. The magnificent
inew building of the Young
Men's
Christian association of this city, on
Huntington avenue near the Boston
opera house, having reached its com
pletion, was thrown open to the inspection of the public today and this
evening will be formally dedicated at
a reception in the new building. Governor Eugene N. Foss of Massachusetts and1 Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston
will attend the reception and are expected to deliver short speeches on
that occasion. About four years ago
the plan was p.roposed to erect a
new and sufficiently large building
for the Boston Y. M. C. A. to take
the place of the handsome but altogether too small building of the association on the corner of Berkeley
and Boylston streets. To raise the
required funds for the new building
a vigorous campaign was begun and
dally the amount of the aggregate
subscriptions was shown by means
of the dial of a big clock displayed
in front of the Y. M. C. A. building.
The association was successful to secure contributions aggregating more
than $500,000 during the time which
had been fixed for the campaign and,
finding the lot upon Arlington street
upon which the building was to be

CAPITAL

RAILROAD

SERVICE

Just

a glance at the indicator on the new watches tells

the story.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
N.
LAS
VEGAS.

MEX.

Santa Fe Watch Inspector
Maker of Uncommon Jewelery
Sept. Blrthstone
Sapphire

It

should be well rubbed In over the part
affected. Its great healing and penetrating power eases the pain, reduces
swelling and restores natural conditions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
BOSTON'S

Ehjin Winding Indicator

FOR

Did you forget to wind your watch last night?

Swellings of the flesh caused by Inflammation, cold, fractures
of the
bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheumatism can be relieved by applyine
BALLARD'S

&

erected too small for the purpose,
promptly sold that lot at a good price
and acquired a large plot of ground on
Huntington avenue, not far from the
Boston opera house. There the building was erected and its cost is estimated at more than $1,000,000. It is
believed to be the finest and best
equipped Y. M. C. A. building in the
country and will be large enough to
accommodate all the educational, athletic and other departments of the
association. The gymnasium of the
association is considered one of the
finest In the country, ft has a running track and the other customary
features of a. well equipped gymnasium and, In addition thereto, a large
swimming pool and sumptuous shower
baths. There is also a large restaurant, a well furnished reading room
and a big auditorium for lectures and
entertainments.
When the bowels feel uncomfortable and you miss the exhilarating
feeling that always follows a copious
morning operation, a dose of HER-BINwill set you right in a couple
of hours. If taken at bedtime you
get its beneficial effect after break-fas- t
next day. Price 50c. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
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RAISED

TOMATOES

IN

DROUGHT

Peru, Neb., Sept. ' 25. The Peru
Canning company has employed a
method of raising tomatoes that
brought exceedingly good results this
summer, notwithstanding the dry

weather. The locality was without a
good soaking rain from the third week
in May to the second week in September.
One week ago the Peru Canning company had picked 35 tons of
tomatoes from ten acres, and there
were at least that many more tomatoes on the vines to ripen. This is not
a heavy yield, but it is remarkable
in the drought.
The Peru Canntng company accounts for the result by its method
of scientific cultivation. The method
consists of setting a stake about six
feet high at each hill and training the
vine up the- stake, pruning it so that
it will not spread over a large area
of territory and compering it to grow
high instead. Among the advantages
of this method of cultivation are the
following:
The rows are planted only four feet
apart Instead of five and the vines
only three feet apart In the rows instead of five, making more than
twice as many vines to the acre.
That leaves plenty of room between
the vines for cultivation and make3
it possible to cultivate wie field all
summer, thus conserving the moisture
and making a fair crop even In, such
a dry year as this.
More tomatoes are raised to the
vine. The tomatoes ripeq about two
weeks earlier. None of the tomatoes
lie on the ground to rot. More than
20 per cent of the crop Is lost in this
wav under the old method of cultivation. The crop can be picked much
easier and more quickly.
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He admitted that when we
gave him a good car In return for a
cheap one he got the best, of the bargain and that when we put one of hi
we
cheap cars in one of our trains
of
reason
accident
of
by
took chances
their weak construction; the danger
of broken wheels or axles, of wean
draft rigging and broken sills are a
menace to the safety of our trains.
All this led me to consider the matWOULD
ter
of car construction seriously, and
PRESIDENT
FE
SANTA
the more I think of it the more it
HAVE STANDARD FREIGHT
seems to me that freight car construcCARS BUILT
tion should be upon certain standards
throughtiie
railroads
and uniform on all railroads in the
Adoption by
out the lTnited States of a standard United States even if it is necessary
de- to resort to law in order to get unifreight car, uniform in all of its
P. formity.' Not only would this result in
E.
been
by
suggested
has
tails,
a probability that a "foreign"' car
Ripley, president of the Atchison,
folthe
in
would be in fit condition to be loaded
Fe
railway,
and Santa
apwhich
article
and run (which is now very doubtlowing copyright
Offiof
the
issue
ful); not only would danger from
pears in the current
List:
cial Railway
cheap and inherently weak car3 be
A few years ago I was returning eliminated, but all parts would be infrom the east and encountered on the terchangeable and great savings would
train a friend who was also in the ultimately be made by no longer havrailroad business. Conversation nat- ing to carry in stock certain items ci
urally was on railroad subjects, and special equipment used in conformity
I mentioned that I had recently con with the prejudices and idiosyncraclcs
tracted for a lot of freight cars for of the carbuilders, or other officers of
which I had been obliged to pay near- any one road and condemned by all
"
ly $1,400 each. He expressed doubts others.
uniform in
car
a
so
I suggest
standard,
much,
as to the wisdom of paying
arrived at
conto
be
details
essential
had
all
he
that
recently
stating
tracted for a car similar at least in by agreement, if possible arbitration,
outward appearance for about $900. if necessary. If in addition wo could
an
Although perfectly conscious that the establish a freight car pool, or
difference was simply that which gen- equipment company, the stock of
railerally exists between the price of 'a which should be owned by the
is
There
better.
the
one
I
so
much
a
of
that
article
roads,
and
poor
good
be
shall
ws
that
naturally pursued the subject with the ino sort of doubt
view of ascertaining what could be forced to something of this kind evensaid In favor of the cheap construc- tually. Why not make the attempt
tion of box cars. I found that un- to do it voluntarily and properly infriend being strictly limited as to stead of being obliged to do it by law
available cash having many needs with the necessary accompaniment of
and little money considered units as federal inspectors and the cumber
of more consequence than quality; some and often impracticable notions
that having, for instance, a million of the particular politicians who hapavailable dollars he would prefer to pen to the making laws for us at the
but with It 1,100 cheap cars rather time.
Rate Hearing
than 715 good ones. He did not deny
that the cheap car would be in the Proposed advances of 5 per cent in
exlong run more costly by reason of con- freight rates on all commodities
submitted
be
coal
will
tinued repairs, but believed that pres- cept grain and
ent use of more units was of more to the interstate commerce commisoon sequence to him Individually than sion about the middle of next month
a cheapening of maintenance costs by the 52 railroads operating in the
through a series of years. And, more- east. There will be a carload or more
over, he called my attention to the of the tariffs filed by all railroads in
fact that in practice a "car was a car," eastern classification territory. The
and that his cheap car would earn just proposed changes will bo based on the
as much on other roads as mine present first class rate between New
would.

RIPLEY SUGGESTS
AN EXCELLENT
PLAN
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During sleep the necessary
are carried on in the "human workshop."
Anything that prevents sound sleep at the
proper time (at night) will sooner or later prevent "smooth running" during the day.
That "drowsy feeling" in the forenoon
(when everyone should feel bright and fit) is
often caused by want of sound, refreshing
sleep the night before.
Very often the habitual use of coffee is
back of sleepless nights.
body-repai-

rs

Drowsiness during the day
May be overcome
Quit coffee absolutely and use
i
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i vour Compound."
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The Northwestern showed a balance
applicable to dividends for the year r,f
$14,075,023, an increase of $3,207,631,
while Omaha's balance for dividends
was $2,278,993, an increase of $194,339.
N
Northwestern's balance for dividcommon
on
stock
in
the
ends
public
hands was equal to 9.90 per cent, comparing wlthi 7.43 per cent in the preceding year. Regular dividends at the
rate of 7 per cent weer paid on the
GIVE MEN
$130,117,028 junior shares outstanding GOVERNMENT WILL
CHANCE TO QUALIFY FOR
and $3,775,407 was carried to surplus
FOREST SERVICE
account.

RANGE

We pay 5c a pouna for nice large (From the Forest Service, U. S. Declean cotton rass. Optic Publishing
partment of Agriculture)
The United States civil service
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is a soluble powder. A
teaspoonful dissolves quickly in a cup of hot
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tfpon request of the commission the
railroads themselves will hold up the
changes until the commission shall
have had opportunity to thoroughly
investigate them and pass upon their
reasonableness. The printed tariffs
are to be filed to meet the objections
of Commissioners Clements and Marble to a consideration of proposed ad
vances until the tariffs actually were
before the commission.
In their opinion the commission has
no authority to fix a minimum rate
and, if an increase were granted be
fore the filing of tariffs, the rate fixed
would
be a minimum rate below
which the railroads could not get
legally even if they so desired.
The aggregate expense to the rail
roads of compiling and printing the
new tariff, it is said, will be close to

YALE HAS LARGE ENROLLMENT
New Haven, Conn.. Sept. 25. Yale
university opened for 'the academic
with the largest under
year 1913-1graduate enrollment in its history. So
4

appointed as assistant forest rangers,
at $1,100 yearly salary. They are ell
gible to promotion later to higher
grades, including vacancies In the po
sitlon of deputy supervisor and su
pervisors.
These field men rangers and as
sistant rangers transact the business of the national forests under the
direction of the supervisors. They
conduct the government's grazing bus
iness, handle small timber sales, build
roads, trails, telephone lines, and cab
ins, fight forest fires, and estimate
timber.
When it is. necessary the ranger
nlust own and maintain his own saddle and pack animals. Rangers per
manently assigned to a forest are
provided with headquarters consisting
of cabins, barns, and sheds and with
some agricultural land to grow food
for, their families and domestic animals.
The .government in announcing the
present examination calls attention to
the fact that appointment in the forest
service does not guarantee yearlong
employment, since It ia necessary to
furlough a number of rangers during
the winter months when their services
are not needed on the forests. Preference is given, however, to furloughed
employes whose services are satifac-torin recruiting the force at the
beginning of a field season.
Applicants can secure information
concerning the examination from the
United States civil service commission, Washington, D. C., or from forest supervisors, at the places named.

far about 300 students are enrollel
the freshman class, which is more
than there were last year, when the
r
mark in enrollment was
reached. The number of seniors is
also larger than ever before and for
the first time Dean Jones was puzzl
ed how to house all these students
on the campus.
When Wright dormitory wasoppned
last fall It 'fc'tto understood chat it wa3
to be exclusively a freshman dormi
tory and by means of it the university
officials thought they had solved the
freshman problem, .which has disturb
ed those in authority at Yale for
$1,000,000.
years. But even with this additional
Losses In Mexico
building there were last year a few
Mexico. Sept. 25. It is freshmen who could not be housed
Monterey.
conservatively estimated that the pre under the direct supervision of the
This year
perty losses sustained by the railroads university authorities.
of Mexico during the last three years the university authorities have leased
as a result of the destructive tactics two of the buildings used last year by
employed byrebels and bandits ag students and there the freshmen and
gregate up to this time more than other students who cannot find room
This sum is not counting in the regular dormitories on the
$100,000,000
the enormous falling off in revenue of campus will be housed under the
the different roads during the period supervision of the faculty. Last year
mentioned. Recently the federal de and In former years there was
partment of public works received re great deal of complaint that the stu
ports from expert engineers as to the dents living in private quarters, not
probable cost of rehabilitating the gov supervised by the faculty, did not
ernment owned system, called the Na lead a life becoming to students; that
tional Railways of Mexico. These en they often held poker parties and
gineers estimate that it will cost from other entertainments at which liquor
to $58,000,000 gold to re was used to excess, in their private
$75,000,000
store the property to its uormal phy quarters. The university authorities
of Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
sical condition. It Is stated that upon hone to prevent a
You can do so by ridding yourself
some divisions the destruction is so such, scenes by keeping the students
of the cause. Weak and inactive kid
members
strict
supervision
by
complete that it will be necessary to)der
neys allow uric acid poisons to rerebuild the lines from the roadbed up. of the faculty.
main in the blood and rheumatic
More than 6,000 miles of tracks are in
pains swollen and aching joints fol
mm
m
low. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
more or less impassable shape. Bridg10
ray! yauy
you of the pain and torment. They
es tiave been burned and cross-tiewill positively and permanently build
House
of
destroyed upon hundreds of miles
up the kidneys, restore their normal
action and keep the uric acid crystals
read. Station buildings, water tanks,
out of the blood and body. Try them
!
inflammable
proper-other
and
No Longer Do Women Fear The Greatshops
O. G- Schaefer and Red Cross Drag
est of All Human Blettinga.
ty have been converted into neaps oi
Store. Adv.
ashes. Most of the rolling stock has
been broken up.
It ia a Joy and comfort to know that TEMPERANCE
MEET
WORKERS
pains and othr disThe Mexico Northwestern and the those
Lisbon, N. D., Sept. 25. Women in
are
said
to
tresses
that
precede
Southern Pacific railroads have sufare
terested i temperance wrok
easily be avoided. No woman seed
fered losses by the destruction, of pro- fear may
the slightest discomfort Jf she will gathered here from ail parts of the
an
perty aggregating more than $20,000,-00- 0 tortify herself with the
and state to attend the twenty-fourtnual convention of the Women's
gold ,in value, it is claimed. The
remedy, "M'other's Friend."
Mexico Northwestern is owned by a
Tnls Is a most grateful, penetrating, ex- Christian Temperance union of North
h
Canadian-Englisternal application ttuit at once softens and Dakota, which opened here today in
syndicate.
makes pliant the abdominal muscles and the Methodist
Favorable Report
Episcopal church, with
of
annual report
the ligaments. They naturally expand without Mrs. Elizabeth Preston Anderson, the
The
the
strain, and thus not only
occuRailway banishslightest
Chicago and Northwestern
all tendency to nervous, twitching president of the organization,
annual spells, but there Is an entire freedom from pying the chair. The convention will
company and the thirty-seconreport of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minne nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread continue until next Monday and a big
apolis and Omaha Railway company, that so often leave their Impress upon the banquet and a suffrage parade will be
the latter road being controlled by the babe.
among the features of the gathering.
The occasion Is therefore one of unformer, were made public today.
anticipation, and too much
For the 12 months ended June 30, bounded, joyful
can not be laid upon the remarkable
stress
1913, Northwestern's
gross operating Influence which a mother's happy,
revenues were $83,035,921, an increase
disposition has upon the health and forof $9,337,329, and Omaha's gross op- tunes of the generation to come.
Mother's Friend Is recommended only for
erating revenues were $16,993,004, an
0
increase of $1,857,578, both comparing the relief and comfort ef expectant mothers,
9
recomof
whom
used
and
have
with figures of the previous fiscal pe- thousands
in
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SParadise

( l

By ROBERT

W. CHAMBERS

the new serial -- we have se
cured for our readers.
Paradise is an idyllic French village which played an important
part in the war. Fighting is rife
throughout the story, but the dominant note is love and the romance
is one of the most charming ever
done by this
author.
You're missing a great story if you
fail to read 77ie Maids cf Paradise,

v-f- e

well-kno-

Adenoids are a Menace to Children

rlstown Field club. The show will
continue until Saturday, when the
prizes awarded by the judges will be
formally presented. The number of
entries Is unusually great this year
and a number of special classes have
been arranged, with valuable prizes
donated by wealthy horse lovers. The
judges Include Robert A. Falrbarn of
Westfield, for roadsters and harness
horses; Lewis E. Waring, for saddle
SOUTH DAKOTA GERMANS MEET horses and Alfred H.
Macky of New
Aberdeen, S. D., Sept. 25. Germans York for hunters and jumpers.
from all sections of South Dakota are
gathered here in large numbers to Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
No man with a family to Ruoport
attend the annual meeting of the
al- can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
South Dakota German-Americaneed he fear it with such a
at
liance, which began here today and hand as Folev Kldnev Pills. remedy
An hrm- will close tomorrow evening with a est medicine, safe apd reliable, cost- Ing little but doing much good, Foley
big celebration.
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
tone np the system and
Tne healing demulcent qualities of rheumatism,
restore
action of kidneys and
normal
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
O. G. Schaefer and Red
not duplicated in any other medicine bladder.
Adv.
for coughs and colds. Any substitute Cross Drug Store.
offered you is an inferior article. ReLocomotive engineers and firemen
fuse t oaccept it for it can not produce
the healing and soothing effect of Fo- on the railroads west of Chicago will
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. In- soon ask the railroad companies to resist upon the genuine, which contains vise their schedule of
wages, accordno opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red
announcement
an
to
made by
ing
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
representatives of railroad labor
Adenoids result from a succession
of colds in babies and young children.
They spoil the mental and physical
life of a child.
The condition that
causes them may easily be avoided by
careful parents. Quickly and thoroughly cure ail colds and throat irri
tations by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound, and adenoids will
O. G. Schaefer and Red
no$ develop.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

n

MORRISTOWN

HORSE SHOW

Morristown, N. J., Sept. 25. The
grounds of the Morristown Field club
were visited today by thousands of
horse-lover- s
and society folk from
New Y'ork and other cities within a
radius of a hundred miles on the occasion of the opening day of the sixteenth annual horse show of the Mor- -

Yellow complexion, pimples and disfiguring blemishes on the face or
the liver, which is torpid. HER DINE
body can be gotten rid of by doctoring
is a powerful liver corectant. It purifies the system, stimulates the vital
organs and puts the body in fine vigorous condition. Price 50c. So'-,- by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

pre-nat-

riod.

It on sale at all drug
to the
at $1.00 a bottle. Write

mend It.
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These are high record figures for Btorea
Eradfleld Regulator' Co., 130 Lamar Wdg.,
gross income from operation for both Atlanta, Ga., for a most Instructive book on
companies. .
this greatest of all subjects, motherhood.
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while serving in the French
Imperial Military police, falls
desperately in love with a
young French countess.
The time is during the
Franco -- Prussian war,
and the plots in which
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tissue cells in muscle, brain and nerves.
It is pure and free from the, insomnia-producindrug, caffeine, found in coffee.
Postum comes in two forms:
Regular Postum must be well boiled.
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It contains the vital phosphates from
wheat required by Nature for rebuilding the
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SCIENTISTS
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(Sappy Feet

FINDING OF ANCIENT HUMAN
LIC IS CAUSE OF A

RE-

Sept. 25 European scien
tists are in angry controversy over the
Piltdown skull, and the question as to whether man has existed
on earth 50,000 or 500,000 or 5,)00,000
years is apparently no nearer settled
than it was prior to the finding hy
Charles Dawson last fall of the skull
at Piltdown, in Sussex county, near
the English Channel.
Only one thing about the whple
matter is settled, and that is that
when the male some say it was a
femalecreature that originally pos
sessed the Piltdown skull as a part of
its anatomy dwelt or sojourned in
Sussex there was no such thing aB
the English Channel. The British
Isles and the mainland of Europe were
one continuous continent, so that the
that
man or woman or ape or half-apdied at riltdown may have wandered
there from any part of Europe, or may
have coma from Africa for there was
no Mediterranean Sea in those old
days. There is no evidence that the
owner of the skull was a native BriLondon,

s

e

ton.

The whole trouble with the Pilt
down skull Is that, as originally found
by Professor Dawson, it was really
only part of a skull, the top and side.
Near it was also found half a jaw
with two teeth in It. From these
fragments rival "reconstructions" of
the skull have been made, the one by
Hr. Smith .Woodward, a. famous geologist, keeper of geology in the British
museum, the other by Professor Keith,
j)
fiimoiis anatomist connected with
tlie Royal College of Surgeons in Lincoln's inn Fields; and they are 60 ab
solutely different that it is impossible
for science to reconcile them so as to
decide if the Piltdown creature was
a backward
woman or a forward
The whole question turns on
ape.
the point, "Where is the middle line
of the skull? Dr. Woodward thinks that the
woman" had a low brain capacity, of only 1.070 cubic centimeters;
that the features were apelike in char
acter, and that articulate speech was
impossible.

Professor Keith, on the other hand,
contends that, the creature had a brain
i
capacity of 1,560 cubic centimeters,
'corresponding to a modern human
brain capacity; that the features were
human in character and that articulate
speech was possible.
German scientists suggest that the
jaw does not belong to the skull at
all, but to an ape which chanced to
leave its remains near by.
Meantime the actual fragments cf
the skull and supposed jaw of "the
oldest Briton" "the human of 500,000
years ago" are being preserved at
the Natural History museum in Kensington for future generations of scientists to guess over.
"With a skull of that construction,"
said Professor Keith, pointing to Dr.
Woodward's reconstructed skull, in an
address to the Medical congress, "it
would not be possible to eat or
breathe. If Dr. Woodward is right
we are dealing with
a civilization
which began thousands of years ago;
and if I am right we have to do with
a civilization which began 1,000,000
or 1,500,000 years ago. In my judgment Dr. Woodward's reconstructed
skull is a microcephalic idiot, the
dream of a disordered Imagination."
"Earliest man," put In Professor
Elliott Smith, "might have had a human brain but an ape's jaw. The
brain developed first."
"No, that Is an absolutely Impos
sible skull," retorted Professor Keith.
"It Is early " days," said Professor
Dawson to the Express, "to
begin
speculating as to the exact conforma-tio- n
of the Piltdown skull I found
Only the other day I dug up another
fragment of the extremely interesting
fossil, and when we have done with
the pick; and shovel it will be quite
time to call in the doctors."
The same sort of controversy that
is now going on over the Piltdown
Kkull raged some years gao when the
"Neanderthal skull" was
found in a cave in France. In that
skull, it was contended, there were
pure simian (monkey) eyebrow ridg-s- ,
and therefore it was thought by
some that a new anthropoid ape had
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been discovered. Hi't it is now gener
ally asrrced anion f ieentlsls that the
' ' was
Neanderth
human, and
rual in size' to that
the brain
of modern man.
"In the Piltdown skull," says Pro
fessor Keith, "the eyebrow ridges are
as in modern man; the brain was as
big as ours; every convolution was
there; but the chin still retained its
simian form. Even in the Heidelberg
jaw the chin, which we suppose to
have been modified for speech, was
already human in Its conformation,
while this ancient skull from Pilt
down still was in the pure simian
stage and therefore of a much older
date than the Heidelberg jaw."
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EAUTIFY YOUR HAIR
BRING BACK ITS GLOSS, LUSTRE,
CHARM AND GET RID OF
DANDRUFF
To be possessed of a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is mere
ly a matter of using a little Danderine.
It is easy and inexpensive to have
nice, soft hair and lots of it. Just
get a 25 cent bottre of Knowlton's
Danderine now all drug stores rec
a little as directed
ommend
and within ten minutes there will be
an appearance of abundance; fresh
ness, fluffiness and an Incomparable
gloss and lustre, and try as you will
you cannot find a trace of dandruff or
falling hair; but yonr real surprise
will be after about two weeks' inse,
when you will see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair sprouting out all over your
scalp Danderine is, we believe, the
only sure hair grower; destroyer of
dandruff, and cure for itchy scalp and
it never' fails to stop falling hair at
once.
If you want to prove how pretty
and soft your hair really is, moisten
a cloth with a little Danderine and
carefully draw it through your hair
taking one small strand at a time.
Your hair will be soft, glossy and
beautiful in just a few moments a
delightful surprise awaits everyone
who tries this. Adv.
.

MRS. MANUEL IS ILL
25. Princess
Munich, Sept.

YEAR

CONVENTION

GEORGE BANKS PREFERS THEIR
COMPANY TO THAT OF
HUMAN BEINGS

CELEBRATION
OF HOLY SEASON
WILL BEGIN WEDNESDAY
'
OF NEXT WEEK

IRON STRUCTURE
CORRUGATED
ERECTED FOR THE PURPOSE
IN NEW YORK

25. Health
Bangor, Mich., Sept.
demonstration trains run around the
state, health officers lay down their
doctrine, newspapers cry out all with
the doctrine that cleanliness means
longevity and ancient George Banks
goes right along living, unmindful, in
his dirty old log cabin. Germs and
George have affinVles for each other,
or elsG germs hate George so badly
that they won't go near him. George
himself neither knows nor cares.
As near as he has rfgured out,
George is 115 years old. That would
fix his birth In the year 1798. From
a little pickaninny down on a Kentucky plantation he grew tip into a
strong young slave About 1827 he
escaped, and he managed to stay escaped until the civil war came along
and made him free technically. George
helped make himself free, as a matter
of fact, for he fought all through the
war on the union side, leaving his
present abode to Join the army.
It was in 1S46 that George came to
this region. He built himself a little
log house, seven miles from Bangor
and there he reared a family. The
family has been buried a good many
years, except for a granddaughter,
now 52, who takes care of him to a
greater or less extent for her granddad doesn't welcome too minute affection or efficient attention these
days. He's satisfied to live in defiance
of all health mandates and lets things
got at that.
On sunny days he sits on a little
stool in the doorway of his dingy log
cabin, while pigs and chickens unconcernedly stroll la and out of the
house. On rainy days he with the
pigs and chickensstays Inside Not.
in 14 years has he been more than a
hundred feet from his house.
He doesn't approve of change of
clothes any more than he does of the
changes in scenery. It Is said hereabouts that the old darkey had worn
the self same suit of clothing for the
last 32 years.
His system of dietectics Is simple.
Soup and tobacco, tobacco and soup
and there you have his menu. Fourteen hours a day George sleeps; five
hours more than President Wilson
and ten hours more than Napoleon or
Thomas Edison.
George used to tell great tales of
himself and of the events of long ago,
but during the last few years his
mind has gradually failed, and now
his tongue keeps up a babble as ceaseless as It is meaningless. That his
memory Isn't Quite gone, however, is
attested by G. A. Smeeman of Grand
Rapids, now in his twenties, who re
cently visited here arter an absence
of many years. When a lad of six
Smeeman was given some fish by
George, who In those days was an active old man.
The ancient African, in his quiver
ing voice, rehearsed the story of the
fish in detail as he crinkled the
skin of his" face into a
wizened smile.

"Happy New; Year" will be the salutation exchanged between the Jewish
people of this community a week from
this morning. This is the date set
apart for the observance of the
ancient Hebrew new year's day.
Special services in Temple Monteflore
will mark the spiritual observance of
the occasion, while family reunions
and other happy social events will
occur.
The first religious service will be
held Wednesday evening, October 1,
the eve of the new year. The service
will be partially choral and1 there will
be a sermon by Dr. J. H. Landau on
the subject, "Visions of the Old and
of the New."
Thursday morning at
10 o'clock will occur one of the most
important religious taeetlngs to be
held at the temple during the year.
The service will be entirely choral.
On Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock
there will be a service especially for
the children of the Jewish families.
A special sermon will be preached for
them.
Tomorrow evening at the regular
services at Temple Monteflore Dr.
Landau will preach' upon "The Sunset
of Life."
'
The Ancient Feast
Asain the Jews, the world over,
are preparing to observe the holy season which begins with Rosh Hash-anaor New Year's day on the evening of October 1, and ends with the
Shemini Atzereth the Feast of Conclusion on the evening of October 2'S.
In the Jewish tradition ,the Rosh
Hashanah marks the anniversary of
the creation of the world, supposed
to have taken place 5,674 years ago.
The present Rosh Hashanah, therefore, will mark the beginning of the
year 5,674.
The change of date, however, Is of
little or no importance, and if the
Jewish New Year's day had no further significance its appeal to the Jew
would be very faint indeed. It is not
the change of year but the change of
life that this day stresses, that makes
it stand out as one of the holiest days
in the Jewish calendar. Herein it
radically differs from "our civil New
Year; it is a day set apart for IntroThe
spection and
sacred character of this day is Implied
in the two other names by which it is
known, viJs., the Day of Memorial and
the Day of the Blowing of Trumpets.
In the first place it is the Day of Memorial, or Remembrance. As such, it
calls upon the Jew to remember the
divine purpose of his life; secondly,
it is the Day of the Blowing of the
Trumpets. Its purpose is to rouse
and
Israel from his
stir him to high resolves and nobler
deeds.
The Rosh Hashanah derives its significance from the fact that it is but
the introduction tr the Day of Atone
ment, which follows ten days later.
Before one can realize the need of
atonement, it is necessary that he be
come conscious of his shortcomings;
for so long as we imagine ourselves
whole, it may never occur to us that
we need a physician; so long as we
do not admit our sinfulness we shall
hardly feel the need of being forgiven.
Hence, to make the Atonement possible, we must have Rosh Hashunah,
which is also designated as the Yom
Hadin the Day of Jdfd'JtSent the Cay
whereon we weigh "ourselves in the
balance, and perforce find ourfeives
wanting; for "there is no righteous
man upon earth that doeth good always and slnneth not."
The essential ceremony of the services in the synagogue on Rosh Hashanah is the blowing of the trumpet,
in accordance with the injunction in
Leviticus 23.24, which reads, "In the
seventh month, on the. first day. pf
the month shall ye have a Sabbath; a
memorial of blowing of trumpets, and
"
holy convocation."
In the Reform synagogue, Rosh Hashanah is celebrated from sunset of
October 1 to sunset of October 2,
whereas among Orthodox Jews the
holiday does not end until sunset of

New York, Sept. 25. A novel feature of the forthcoming Episcopal convention In this city in October is to
be a miniature theater and the giving
of mystery plays. These 'plays have
added interest from the fact that Mrs.
Henry L. Hobart, active in the social
and religious life of this city, wrote
them. Her last production Is "The
Great Trail," and society young people in Trinity parish, to which Mrs.
Hobart belongs, are under training for
the cast.
There has been erected solely for
this purpose a corrugated iron structure 30 by 30 feet in size, on the northwest corner of the cathedral grounds,
quite near to St. Luke's hospital. Here
is the miniature theater, and here are
to he given the mystery plays. The
dates for them are Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from October 13 to
24. "The Broken Chain" will also be
played, for this theater will afford
change of casts nnd of plays.
Daily from 6 p. m. from the day of
opening, October 8 to 28, tea will be
served. On othfer times of all days
there is to be an exhibit of curios
from many lands. There Is a society
that owns a lot of these curios, solely
to exhibit them at just such times and
places. They have been shown In Baltimore, Cincinnati and Chicago and
some are to be brought here.
The purpose, of course, is missionary education. To further that purpose young clergy of New York who
are formed Into a missionary society
have arranged certain days similar to
special days at big fairs. There will
be a Trinity day, a St. Thomas day,
a St. James day, and others. Three
hundred and fifty young women, most
of them from the ranks of Fifth avenue society, are in training. On the
stage these young women are to impersonate curious peoples of the earth
with costumes to make them seem
like these old folk, and so make mission scenes as realistic as possible.
The theater is to be called "Everywhere."
Episcopal women in New York are
about as busy as bees these days.
Around the church missions house
they can be seen in numbers, filling
the halls and1 holding conferences in
many rooms. Society women came
back from vacation a month earlier.
Committees on almost everything
have been named. The president of
the New York organization Is Miss
Elizabeth Delafleld.

parcn-ment-llik- e

WATER BILL PASSES
Washington, Sept. 25. The senate
public lands committee today formally recommended to the senate the
passage of the Hetch Hetchy bill
granting the city of San Francisco a
right to build a reservoir for water
supply In the Hetch Hetchy valley.
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PEGOUD IS "SHARK"
point or more were converted Into
London, Sept. 25. The acrobating fractional losses. Bonds were easy.
French airman, Alphonse
Buying to cover had only a momenPegoud,
gave Londoners an exhibition of hi3 tary Influence in staying the down-
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FOR EPISCOPAL

WITH

A CQNFESSIG11
gustine Victoria, wife of former King
.
Manuel of Portugal, was ordered by
her physicians today to return to the
hospital and remain there for some Hopes Her Statement, Made Public,
time, as fehe needs a complete rest.
will Help Other Women.
She Is suffering from influenza, and
chills, contracted during an excursion
Hines, Ala. "I must confess", says
in the Bavarian Alps.
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, lias done me
a great deal of good.
An ulu
Before 1 commenced using Cardui, I
25.
D.
B.
Houtz would
Verden, Neb., Sept.
spit up everything 1 ate. J had a
began his fiftieth year of school teach- tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I could hardly drag around,
ing September 1 when he opened the irregular.
would have severe headaches conand
was
He
Verden.
near
school
Cornell
tinuously.
born near Dayton, O., and began
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely
16.
He
when
school
but.
teaching
quit spitting up what I eat. Everything
came to Richardson county from seems to digest all right,, and 1 have
gained 10 pounds in weight."
Geary county, Kansas, where he had
If
are a victim of any of the numer
taken a homestead, walking the dis- ous you
ills so common to your sex, it is
tance between the two points, about wrong to suiter.
150 miles. For several years he lived
For half a century, Cardui has been reon that homestead in the summer lieving just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
months, teaching in this locality dur-ln- g which pour into our office, year by year.
the winter, walking the distance
Cardui is successful because it is combetween school and farm.
posed of ingredients which actspecifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health
and strength.
Cardui has helped others, and will help
Get a bottle today. . You
you, too.
won't regret it. Your druggist sells it.
,

25,
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LIVES

Yoni Feet Glow With Joy and Delight
of TIZ.
in a Glorious Foot-Bat- h

SILL

HE JEWS PREPARING

AT 115 YEARS

men

nr.nv

SEPTEMBER

AdWrite to ! Omtttnooea Medicine Co..
visory Dept., Chttanooa. Term., for Special
on your case and
book. "Home
I reauneni (or Women," wot in plain wrapper. NCUO

.

October

3.

.

aerial somersaults and topsy-turvflying at the Hendon aerodrome this afmaternoon. Pegoud's remarkable
neuvers began 1,200 feet from fhe
where he titled his aeroplane
At right angles to the earth, lie then
pirouetted on the tip of one wing and
did several dives with the nose of his
machine downward for 100 feet before he regained his equilibrium..
At a height of 3,000 feet jPe'oud
threw
suddenly swooped downward,
the aeroplane on its back and flew in
this manner for some seconds. He
then righted his "machine and repeated the performance before reaching
the ground, where he was given an
ovation by an enormous throng.
y

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Sept. 25 Big receipts

in

the spring crop region carried wheat
prices today downgrade. The total
of
of arrivals was much In excess
both last week and last year's. The
cent
opening was unchanged to
lower, and a further decline followed.
Clear weather and liberal receipts
weakened corn. Longs were the principal sellers. Prices started unchang
cent off and suffered an ad- ed to
ditional sag. The close was nervous
cent under last night.
to
Despite profit taking by shorts the
oats market dragged lower with other
Holders unloaded
through
grain.
commission houses.
Provisions ascended, owing to offerings being light. First transactions
were from unchanged to five cents
advance and there was a continued
hardening of the market, aided by
strength at the yards. The closing
quotations were as follows:
Wheat, Sept. 84; Dec. 87V8; May

Subscribe for The Optic.

Oats, Sept.

45.

j

KANSAS

LIVE STOCK

CITY

Dec.

70;

40;

Dec.

41;

May

9.30.

Pork, Jan. $19.85; May $20.02.
Lard, Jan. $10.87.
Ribs, Jan. $10.47; May $10.60.

Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market 10
rents higher. Lambs $6.507.25;
yearlings $4.755.75; wethers $4.25
(Sf 4.75;
ewes $3.504.25;
stockers
and feeders, $3

6. 50.

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
of Davidi C. Welsh deceased.
New York, Sept. 25. Reluctance to
State of New Mexico, County of San
increast committments on the long
Miguel.
side of the market, owing to uncertainOffice of the Probate Clerk, County
ties of the present situation in busi- of San
Miguel, N. M.
ness and finance, both at home and To All Whom It May Concern, Greetabroad, rendered abortive efforts to
ing:
gather a following for an upward
Ypu are hereby notified that thd
drive and did not impress the rank 7th day of November, A. D. 1913, has
and file of traders, who sold freely been fixed by the Honorable Probate
at the top.
and
Court, in and for the County
Unconfirmed reports of a pending State aforesaid, as the day. to prove
government suit were circulated to ac- the last will and testament of said
count for the drop in Can, which was David C. Welsh, deceased.
under especially heavy pressure. PeoIn Testimony Whereof I have hereple's Gas fell back nearly four points unto set my hand and affixed the seal
and rumor had it that plans for the .of the Probate Court this 24th day
merger of the corporation with anoth- of September, A. D. 1913.
er large lighting company had been (SEAL)
LORENZO DELGADO,
abandoned. Numerous advances of a
Clerk of the Probate Court

THIS SEASOH WE HAVE SURPASSED
- --

AMY--

----z,.-

J

PREVIOUS EFFOUT

j

Oiir line is replete with novelties, most

ihem exclusive imported styles, a.t very reasonable prices. Unequalled workmanship, select patierns, superior merit in
of

SUITS, COATS, DRESSES

HATS AND SHOES
It' .'V

WE ARE OUTFITTERS FROM HEAD TO FOOT
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY "
Palmer

r

Garments for Women
I
Stein Bloch Suits for Men
Manhattan Shirts
Stetson Shoes and. Hts
StaJey Underwear for Men I
I
Boy Scout Shoes
akndR.edfernfR.eak.dy-To-Wev-

r

TODAY IN CONGRESS

Washington, Sept. 25. Senate: The
banking committee continued hearings
on administration currency bill.
Tariff conferees took up few remaining disputed points in the Underwood-Simmons
hllll.
House: Hearings opened on prospective legislation to Insure safety
of travelers on railroads.

!

H

717s;

72.

,

2.

Kansas City, Sept. 25 Hogs, re'
Bulk
Market strong.
ceipts 5,000.
$S.15S.55; heavy $S.108.50; packers and buli:tiers $8.15(a8.65; lights
$8.108.CO; pigs $67.50.
Cattle, receipts 4,000. Market steaPrime fed steers $8.809.25;
dy.
dressed beef steers $7.758.75; western steers
southern
$6.50C''8.35;
steers $3.507; cows $4.257; heifers $59; stockers and feeders $5.25
May
S.25; bulls $4.506.25; calves $5.50

92.

Corn, Sept.

ward movement. Reading and the
Harriman stocks were Hquiated freely, as were some of the active Industrials.
Weakness of standard stocks fostered bear selling all around the room:
Liquidation started in stocks for which
there is at best a narrow market
Texas company slumped over six
Low priced railroad shares,
points.
particularly the southwestern group,
also showed a degree of heaviness.
People's Gas made up nearly all of
its four points break.
The market closed firm. When the
bears encountered some resistance to
their' raiding tactics, they turned about
and ran to cover. Stocks in which
the principal declines had occurred
rallied smartly. Union Pacific, Reading, Canadian Pacific, Lehigh Valley
and Amalgamated stiffened a point
An active buying movement, in Alaska
Gold lifted it
The last sales weer as follows:
76
Amalgamated Copper
Ill
Sugar
95
Atchison .,. '.
:
112
Northern Pacific
167
Reading
917a
Southern Pacific
158
Union Pacifio
63
United States Steel
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the form that had marked him as a WISH
star. Had the Boston officials
coming
YOUNG
been impatient of results, Wood would
have been sent back into the "bush
leagues," and one of the shining lights
TO
of the game might have been lost forever.
Do business in a busines-lik- e
way and secure for yourself the great number of privileges that
Rube Marquard came up to the
are
yours without cost as a result.
Giants rated as an $11,000 beauty, but
for two years looked like the same
'Office hours are convenient and employees obliging and
polite. There is much information and
kind of a fizzle. Any other manager
advice
is
free
that
to
our
we
are
and
depositors,
always ready to consult you, if you wish.
WHO but McGraw might have cast him into
ARE
FEW
THE STARS
an
without
the
like
discard
IN
FORM
FLASHED BEST
anything
extended trial. But he worked away
THEIR FIRST YEAR
eliminating weaknesses that were not
when
m
It may be true that great ball play- apparent In the big
m
ers, and pitchers, in particular, are he was with Indianapolis. Two years
born and not made, but the records ago he had .the satisfaction of seeing
show that their coming out has In Marquard come into his own and bemost cases been a slow process. The come one of the greatest southpaws Both of these men became stars In
majority of the great pitchers did not the game has known. Incidentally he the first month of their advent Into
show the material of which they are set the record for consecutive vic- the majors and have remained such
made in their start in the major tories at 19 straight.
since.
Two of Manager Mack's star Athleagues. They gradually developed
However, it is only necessary to go
MOST
FOR .YOUR MONEY
into the stars that they later proved letic pitchers came from the college back into the old days of the game to
to be, says the Kansas City Star.
ranks, Plank and Bender. They had find many more good samples of
Baseball bugs look for quick results little experience and were far from pitchers who developed slowly and
and, it is to be regretted, many of the being world beaters at the outset, would never have had a chance of bemodern managers look for and expect though they were good average pitch- coming stars but for the patience of
the same thing. Many promising pitch- ers. They were not cast aside, but, their managers. Among them can be
ers have been turned back to the on the contrary, they were patiently named Cy Young Rusie, Nichols,
minor leagues because after showing worked along and returned Mack's Keefs, Spalding, Clarkson, Welsh and
splendid form in the minors they fail- confidence by pitching championship Radbourne.
ed to set the major league on fire at ball for a long period.
Jack Coombs came to the Athletics
the outset.
F
-'-i
'!"'
What the managers and bugs seem from Colby college, pitched fair ball
i"iiiipi-piiM(;i:nnrn,iiiMiliijiijl)'tt' IMIMIii'iiito overlook is that the pitcher is not for a season and then looked like a llTODAY'S
BASFJALLl
it
only in a much higher class in the dismal failure. Manager Mack even
to
for
tried
him
he
enbelieved
in
is
hopeless,
a
different
he
but
majors,
vironment and is playing under entire- furn him into an outfielder. Being
"Vci-'-r- r:.
National League
ly different conditions than before. unsuccessful in this he gave him a
He must become accustomed to the last trial at pitching, and he deliverChicago at Pittsburgh.
men with whom he is playing and the ed in a fashion to mark him as one
Boston at Philadelphia; 2 games.
Lattcrs whom he will have' to crpose. of the het ?nd most enduring pitchMow York at Brooklyn.
SEATS FOR THE LYCEUM COURSE
'
After that if he possesses real ability ers in the. major leagues. Had he been
WILL BE RESERVED TOMORtreated as many young pitchers, he
it will begin to show.
.
American
League
ROW INSTEAD OF TONIGHT
At this period of the race the ma would have taken the first train to
Washington at New York.
clubs that are out of the the minor leagues.
jor
league
Philadelphia at Boston.
On account of the disagreeable
1
Vean Gregg of Cleveland came more
race for the top honors are beginning
M.
C. A. has postponed
weather the Y.
to load up with young pitchers. Many quickly than some of the major league
Association
American"
the reservation of seats for the Ly- of these will
go back to the lower stars, but even he needed a course of
Kansas City at Columbus; 2 games.
ceum course from tonight until towithout
having had a real sprouts. Mordecai Brown, the famous
leagues
Milwaukee at Indianapolis.
morrow. The reservation will con-tin- e chance to
i
twirler, who won a couple
prove their worth. Some
Minneapolis at Toledo,
from 8:30 o'clock in the morning of these
may be embryo Benders, of pennants almost single nanded for
St. Paul at Louisville.
until 10 o'clock in tne evening.
Johnsons and Mathewsons, who may Chicago, and who is now with CincinThe plan that was to have been never have another real chance to nati, had anything but an auspicious
Western League
followed out today, whereby each per- show their worth.
start in the big leagues. He came into
Denver at Omaha.
son holding a season ticket should
Christy Mathewson, the greatest the National league to the St. Louis
Wichita at St. Joseph.
receive a number when be entered
of them all, was far from be-- , Cardinals, and they thougnt so little
pitcher
Des Moines at Topeka.
and
the building, has been given up
V
ing a howling success wnen he first of him, lowly as they were, that he
Lincoln at Sioux City.
the plan to be followed tomorrow is entered the
ranks. With was traded to Chicago. He was in
professional
:
first come first served. As the res- Cincinnati he was such a failure that fast company a year before he began
National League
ervation will continue all day, it is ex- for a time it was a matter of doubt as to show the great stuff of which he
The annals of crime uciuf iio record,
Sept. 25. First game:
Philadelphia,
of a wired house ever having been
pected that little difficulty will be
is
cost
made. Impatience, therefore,
to whether he should be turned into
R.H.E.
Let us wire your
an outfielder or first baseman, the St. Louis one of the greatest pitchers Boston
burglarized
1 6 1
Season tickets to accommodate over belief
that he would never make of his period.
AU&
being
LIUI9VU UlCUUMi
3 6 3
(A
Phiadelphia
250 people have already been sold and
A' VWi
He did' not start in any- , Nap Rucker of Brooklyn was some
Batteries:
and Rariden;
Quinn
a larger sale is expected before the
thing like a winning career until his little time developing the goods that Chalmers and Dooln,
first attraction. Packard, the famous second
him
have
most
one
made
of the
fear
year, and was not in his best
grouch remover, will he the first at trim for two years.
ed soutnpaws in baseball. He was
traction and will appear on October
Ed Walsh, Chicago's great spitbaj not a star at the start. Neither was
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
4.
From present indications the en
pitcher, one of the best pitchers the Hub Perdue of Boston, who Is a jonah
tire lower floor of the opera house game has Been, was a star In the to many National league teams.
will be reserved by those holding sea minors at
Babe Adams of Pittsburgh could
National League
Meriden, Conn., and at Newson tickets. The sale of the season
!.
ark in the Eastern league. Great not be counted a great pitcher from
At New York New York, 2;
tickets will continue only until the
1.
things were looked for when he went his start, but he worked along easily
first number of the course.
At Pittsburgh Pittsburgh, 3; Chiup to the Chicago club, but It took until ,he had the proper command of
patient guidance on the part of Char- the ball and then became the hero cago, 2.
At Philadelphia Boston,
Philaley Comiskey, and Fielder Jones be- through the medium of the world's
WITNESS AFRAID OF
fore he became a pitcher of promi- series. Cheney, the star for the Chi delphia,
nence. As he developed slowly, so he cago Cubs this year, dropped back to
si
the, minors for more seasoning before
American League
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
LAWYER'S QUERIES is holding on for a long time.
"Smoky Joe" Wood, the dependence he was declared good enough to stick
At Boston Philadelphia, 10;
S. B. Davis, Vice President
B. D Raynolds, Vice President
Of course, there have been a few
of the Boston Americans on the slab,
9.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HallHP
Cashier..
Raynolds,
JUDGE MAKES RULING TO PRO came up from the American Associa- pitchers who have been stars right
a
tion
with
John
a great record at Kansas from the start, notably Walter
TECT REPUTATION OF CALIWestern League
City. In the American league he be- son of Washington and Grover Alex
FORNIA MAN
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 8; Wich
came erratic and showed nothing of ander of the Philadelphia Nationals
ita, 1.
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 25. Judge
At Topeka Des Moines, 6; Topeka,
3.
Bledsoe of the superior court halved
a point in the Bixby morality trial to
day and divided It between the mil
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
lionaire defendant, who is striving to
of
victim
was
the
he
that
prove
VEGAS. N. M
ring of blackmailers, and Octavius
National League
dewho.
an
Morgan,
elderly architect,
Won Lost Pet
clined to testify yesterday regarding
46
New York
.674
95
Capital. $100,000" Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
any knowledge he might have of the
82
.594
56
Philadelphia . .'
inmates
resort
former
and
its
Jonquil
83
63
.569
Chicago
on the ground that it might degrade
Clothes-Attentiv- e
68
.523
....76
Pittsburgh
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acbim.
63
78
Boston
.447
The court ruled that Morgan might
79
.440
Brooklyn ...
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
testify, but only to such matters 'as
85
.426
Cincinnati ... ......63
and prefer the little niceties
a
to
would not tend
hurt
reputation
49
St. Louis
.333
98
of personally measured garfor respectability. The court instruct
on Time Deposits
ed the architect to testify, but at the
American League
same time warned attorneys that if
ments, you can secure comWon Lost Pet
out
to
was
un
show
brought
anything
49
.660
....95
Philadelphia
and
satisfaction
save
plete
due intimacy In the relations.-o- f
the
' .572
62
Cleveland .
....83
witness with any of those concerned
63
'.508
Washington
money by having our
in the trial, the entire testimony might
t
wt on naiwn
Boston-- ! . .. '
73 .,
. t
.521
famou Chicago tailors .... ..,,
be stricken out.'
I'M-- '
If !i: K(VJ
Chicago . . . ..... ...74
1,050. FULLY EPIPPFQ AT YOUR COS!
84
Detroit. .'I . ........ 62
.425

F. M. Raison of Dallas, Tex., is a
guest at the Hotel Romaine.
J. W. Korrell of El Paso was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today
from his home at the Border City.
Attorney W. J. Lucas returned this
Leo Grankel, representative for t&e
Allen Mercantile company of Denver, afternoon from Wagon Mound where
he has been' on business for the past
was a business visitor here today.
G. A. Cadieux arrived in Las Vegas few days!
Attorney Charles A. Spless left this
last night from Chicago and wilj remain- here as a visitor for several afternoon for Santa Fe and will be a
business visitor at that place for the
weeks.
A. Beeler of Topeka, Kas., arrived next few daysl
T. C. Eivans, engineer on the local
In Las Vegas yesterday evening and
will be a business visitor here for the switch engine, left this week for his
old home in, Illinois where he will visnext week.
g.
F. Pertel, representative for the it relatives for the next few weeks.
Dr. V. B. Romero and Mrs. Romero
Home Hardware company of Pueblo,
drov6 over from ganta Fe yesterday
Col., was a business visitor in.
afternoon in their automobile. Dr. Ro- Vegas today.
,
A- DImmness of
Arkansas City,)mer
ft Santa Fe yesterday after- '
last
home
his
noon at 4 o'clock and made the trip
Kas., came in from
night for a few weeks' business visit here in record time.
here. He is a prospective locator.
Jay Stern, who left this city last
Harry Devlin and brother, George week for Champaign, 111., came in this
Devlin, of Topeka, Kas., came in last afternoon and will leave again tonight from their home and will remain night for the Illinois city where he
in Las Vegas during the coming win- will enter college for the coming
ter.
year. He was forced to return to
Rev. S. Berven, a clergyman of Las
Vegas on a business visit.
Nersbrand, Minn., arrived In Las
Vegas last night and will remain here
for several weeks s a business visitor.
Miss Margaret Webster, who has
been visiting in Las Vegas for the
'
past few weeks as the guest of
NATION
friends, left last night for her home

PERSONALS
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PITCHERS

OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT HERE

MAKE

SLOW

000

BANK
PEOPLES
-

CAPITAL

left-hand-

-

TRUST CO.

-

$113,000.00

;

HEAT

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Y.M.C.A.CHANGES
RESER

in Chicago.
Mrs. Emma Shillinglaw, mother of
William Shillinglaw of this city, arrived in Las Vegas yesterday and will

remain here for several weeks as the
guest of her son.
C. M. Bassett, president of the El
Paso Fuel company, arrived in Las
Ve.nas last night from El Paso for a
short business visit. He will visit
Trinidad this week to look into the
strike condition there.
Harry Mosslman of Beulah drove in
this morninsr from the Mossiman
ranch for a short business visit. Be
stated this morning that snow "had
fallen on the main range and prospects fur more were good
Mr. ("? L. Kahle and dnuehter.
Viv- - "nW
r.nmc, in this afternoon
f,.,,, Tinnypp on their way to their
rt Ihmmernue. They will visit
fr'prd's in Las Vegas for a few days
before leaving for the Dnke City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hand of Los
Alamos came in yesterday
evening
from their ranch. Mrs. Hand left this
morning for California and was accompanied as far as Albuquerque by
Mr. Hand, who will return to Las
Vegas this evening.
Rev. Fathers C. Ballnn-3J. Vugens
and J. P. Moog arrived in Las Vegas
last nieht from San Miguel where they
have been on business for the past
few days.
They went to their respective homes at Mora, Santa Rosa,
and Ran Miguel todav.
,
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'Nothing doing around
here electric lights are
worse than pistols and

7

bull dogs.

,

.

"Let's quit while the

'
quitting is good.

Xi

i

Las.;Veas Light
Power Company

.

Las Vegas,

a

New Ilex.

'

Rrsi in
Everything
First in Quality
First in Renultt
First in Purity
First in Economy
and for these reasons
'

Calumet Baking

Powder is first in the
hearts of the millions
of housewives who
use it and know it.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World'! Pun Food Expotitioo,
Chieuro. Illinois.

Parii
1912.

ipitioa,

Fraace, March,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF-LA-
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Ed. V. Price

GOUGE (MISSION
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CONGRESS WILL AUTHORIZE
IT
TO DEMAND SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR RAILWAYS

Washington, Sept 25. On the heels
of the Interstate commerce
denouncement of the
New Haven road for the recent
wreck, in which it was held
that mamfailure, beginning with its
high officials'! and ending with its
trainmen, was responsible f6i the loss
of 21 lives, sentiment in congress
rapidly began to crystalize in a movement to take up the whole subject of
legislation for train safety at the December session. '

ble

& Co.

make your new Autumn and Winter suit or
overcoat expressly for you from your choice
of 500 beautiful woolens, many of which are
exclusive as well as distinctive.

Guarantee of fit and service-valu- e
goes without saying.

g

New York'
St. Louis'-"..- '

.'

...... ::;53

....55

88
92

Western League
Won Lost
Denver

.98
.89

Des Moines

Lincoln
St. Joseph ..'
Omaha ..."
Topeka
Sioux

City

Wichita

81
81
75
71
68
62

57
67
76

.376
.374

v.

Pet.
.632

76

.571
.515
.515

80
84
89

.459
.434

95

.393

.483
'

OVERLAND'

v

t!03l. 37

Wal-llngfor-

mt

I

Too don't
money wKen ynn boy ebean or rif r
bakur powder. Don't be milled1. Buy Calumet. It'e
oro economic! mora wholesome gives best retfiiu.
laJmnet m tar snpenor to soar milk end soda.

I
I

9

EstaUijfliod
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Mike Balentl, the Indian shortstop
of the St. Louis Browns, and former
Carlisle player, was once the property of the Athletics, but was never
tried out by Connie Mack.

Telephone or call and we will have cur d;n
Jstrator show you

Max Carey, of the Pirates, is both
the leading
and'
in the National league.

Phone Main 344.

run-gett-

base-steal-

;
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racing a oci iuu rivKvomvn
The man or woman who Has kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave complications readily fol- FOR CUPID'S
low neglect Foley Kidney' Pills are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken Into your system mean restored
health and strength. O. G. Schaefer "Agony Editor" Gives Advice bul
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Fails to Live Up to His
HOW'S THIS
Dollars
Hundred
One
We offer
Own Principles.
for any case of Catarrh that
Catarrh
Hall's
cannot he cured by
By H. M. EGBERT.
Cure.
Miss Alice Kent was the brightest
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. O.
woman on any of the metWe the undersigned, have known newspaper
admitF. J.' Cheney for the past 15 years, ropolitan dailies. Everybody
and
McLaughlin,
honorable
besides,
ted
that,
him
perfectly
believe
and
her!
in all business transactions and fin- who was on the copy desk, told
that he had heard the city editor say
ancially able to carry out any obligaso. Perhaps he was prejudiced in hei
tions made by his firm.
NATIONAL. BANK OF COMMERCE, favor, but his words came to her
Toledo, O. spirit aB balm and nectar at a period
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- when life seemed like a black tunnel
blood
nally, acting directly upon the
stretching away and away until Miss
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Mayhew came back.
Testimonials . sent free. Price 75
It was not that Miss Kent had be
Drugall
Sold
by
cents per bottle.
come distrustful of her powers, oi
gists.
blase. No, there was a deeper rea
Take Hall's Family Pills for constip- eon. Miss Agnes Mayhew, who gave
ation. Adv.
advice to distracted lovers in twe
s
every afternoon, had
PREPARING FOR ROYAL WEDDING been called home to Ohio on account
London, Sept. 25 Although there of her mother's illness, and the worst
is still three weeks time In which to of it was that she had just got to the
bottom of her basket. Those lovers
make the necessary arrangements
who
had, presumably, been waiting
of
tlio preparations for the wedding
many dreary days to find the
through
and
Prince Arthur of Connaught
answers which should solve their
Princess Alexandra Victoria, daughter own peculiar and unparalleled prob
of the late Duke of Fife, are nearly lems had all been answered.
"I'm sorry, my dear," Miss Mayhew
completed. The wedding will lake
Bald to Miss Kent. She had grown so
the
at
Chapel
15,
on
October
place
of endear
accustomed to U'o v.:-Royal, St. James', and to accommodate menta to hpr w
correspondthe large number of invited guests it ents that
tl.cse forms of adremo'V-was necessary completed to
dress in d: '' V.h also. "I'm sorry,
the chapel. The work, is now com- my dear, J t I gwsa you'll know
of
pleted but, even after the alterations how to fix it. You'll find a bunch
in
cases
to
meet
all
forms
ordinary
more
it will not be possible to crowd
drawer. And If any
the top
300
into
2G0
and
persons
than between
unusually delicate problem arises, use
the structure.
your common sense or wait till I get
The work of preparing the chapel home.. Good-bye- ,
my dearest child,
was pushed with all might and now and if you need my help badly send
even the covered passageways be- me a special delivery letter to Hicks-Tille.tween St. James' Palace and the chaThat was why Miss Kent felt dispel, for the use of the brido and the consolate.
She had been taken off
from her reporter's job and set to answersimilar passageway leading
Clarence House to the cj&pel, for the ing the imbecilities of Cupid's vicconvenience of the Duchess of Con- - tims. She let the letters accumulate,
and by the third day she had quite a
naught, have 'been finished.
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Pills cure obstinate
and bladder trouble,
and
Tli'.nwatiMn
lumbago, because
1
y remove the cause. You can not
tii' this honest ourntive medicine in
to your system without getting the
ru-hresults. Try ibem. O. G. Schae-i-- r
and Red Cross Drus Store. Adv.
'."oloy Kidney
of widney

.How to Cure Cholera Morbus
"Many cases of this disease result

before medicine can ,be ob
talned or a physician summoned.
It
"Is easily cured when the proper rem
edy is at hand. Mrs. Charles Stewart
of Mt. Collins, N. Y., says: "Wlienmy
husband had cholera morbus last sum- "jner he used Chamberlain's Colic,

fatally

Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
cured him promptly." Every fam-'ilshould keep this remedy at hand,
lit only costs a quarter. For sale by
'Ail dealers.
Adv.

y
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CHICHESTER SIt RANK.
A

Bit Her Pencil and Reflected.
batch of them. The first 'that she
,'d with Blue Ribbon.
ho,(es
UvsV.,'4
took in hand ran as follows:
4fe
no
other.
of
TL
Itnjr
Tour
- ttf
Askfor lil
II SSVi'l
"Dear Miss Mayhew:
HRAND l'll.l.S, for Its
1HA1UIN
"I want your advice about the
yeari known ns Best, rfest. Always Reliable
S01D BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
young gentleman that I am engaged
to marry. He is a model young fellow
in all respects, goes to church regular, and neither drinks, smokes or
chews, but sometimes he uses slang.
Ought I to give him back his solitaire? It is a beauty and I love him
dearly."
Miss Kent read through this comThis
munication with gathering disgust.
Then she penciled at the bottom:
Silver
"Don't marry him until you have
cured him of his unpleasant habit
-iuse No gentleman ever uses slang, especially in the presence of a lady."
The next letter read like this:
EMPRESS
'1 am a young lady, twenty-twof age. I have a very nice
years
FLOUR
gentleman friend in a good position
and have been going with him two
months. We love each other dearly.
It s giving you
But my friends tell me it is wrong
a present for doto go with a gentleman unless you
have been properly introduced, and I
ing something
What
met Frank at a clam-bake- .
do
shall I do?"
'd
you
hny
Miss Kent bit her pencil and reway when you
flected. The forms which Miss May
hew had left her did not quite cover
leam how Much
this case. "Can you not find, some
Befer EMPRESS
mutual friend to introduce you?" she
FLOUR realfy is. g wrote at last "I hope that Is what
Miss Mayhew would have advised,"
Made by GERshe reflected, and brought up a let
ter haphazard from the pile.
MAN PROCESS
The third letter ran like this:
ONE COUPON FROM
"My Dear Miss Mayhew:
"You have given so much good ad
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
vice to others that perhaps you will
FIVE
STAMPS
help me. A young gentleman is very
BRINGS YOU THE
fond of me, like I am of him. We
IT S
SPOON
love each other dearly. There Is only
GENUINE WM.
one vice he has. After he takes me
ROGERS &
to the theater he wants me to kiss
SONS' ? A A
him good-bafter he takes me home.
STANDARD
My friends tell me that I ought not
to let him kiss me aa we are not ea
SILVER
gaged. What ought I to do?"
This time Miss Kent could not go
wrong, for one of her predecessor's
FRENCH- forms exactly covered this common
GREY (STER- situation. Miss Mayhew was adaman
LING) FINISH
tine where propriety was concerned.
"No lady," she wrote, "will ever
EMPRESS offer her lips to a man under any circumstances, unless she is engaged to
can be cb- him. You must tell your friend firmbut politely that you cannot
tained in this city horn
such conduct."
Ily After
she had put this letter aside
I;dtwi I
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CAFF
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8H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

CHAPMAN

LODGE

COLUMN

Mayhew's
adamantine resolution nerved Miss
Kent's right hand.
"No woman ever tells a man that
she loves him until he has asked her
Le-wV
to marry him," she wrote. "That is
All
t
AJL
t
exclusively a gentleman's prerogative.
You can only be patient and suffer in
silence. Can you not encourage him
to make a declaration by not confinTHE ORDEAL
ing your attentions to him exclus- COULDN'T STAND

RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
y
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

ively?"
as she Prisoner Pleads Guilty Rather Than
"I wonder," she reflected,
Listen tc Many Hypothetical
laid her pen aside, "whether Miss
from
was
Questions of Experts.
experience
writing
Mayhew
when she penned Form 4."
"Do you plead guilty or not guilty
Her task was over at last and she
rose up and went to the wardrobe for to this charge?" asked the court.
The prisoner looked., around !. i.
her, hat. She hoped Miss Mayhew's Beside
him was the doubtful lawyer
an
make
would
amazingly
mother
Ar
rapid recovery. The agony column he had retained to defend him
,i:
exhausted every atom of her vitality. rayed against him were the
"It is good discipline to be sponsor torneys in the country. Above nun
idiots in town," sat the i.nplacaole judge, and acr.....
ft.
for all the
OP"rC"
a.i
M.iMBH.
Jus.v
(he room was the
she reflected.
"Judge," said the prisoner. "': 'cd
"I beg your pardon?" inquired Mr.
enter this plea can I ask some quesMcLaughlin.
"I beg your pardon?" he repeated. tions'?"
'You may."
"Did you say something, Miss Kent?"
"If I stsnd trial, will I hafter r 't WANTED Experienced cook.
Good
"O, dear no, I was just soliloquiz.:re au' listen 'while these hi.re
wages. 1053 Eighth street.
ing," she answered, giving her hat a
;
ask hypothetical question.
iinal pat to straighten it.
'You will."
irresolutely.
McLaughlin paused
WANTED A good milch cow.
In
' You look
"Do I barter hear all these here
quite fagged," he said.
Catarino
near
.
Romero,
quire
public
nndwritin experts, fur an' agin?"
"Say, Miss Kent, won't you I mean
school, Old Town.
'You do."
would you mind having dinner with
"Will i hafter set right here while
me tonight, somewhere? I haven't a
..e insanity doctors do.es ail their WANTED
By October 1st., good wothing to do and I have found the finest little place where you can get a t .kin'?"
man for general housework. Apply
'Orti'.inly."
Scandinavian dinner and imported
at any time to Mrs. W. G. Haydon,
"I'm ready."
beer. It's just opening, so it's bound
1108 Seventh street.
do
at
the bar,
"Prisoner
you plead
en maybe we can
to be good. And
not
or
;,ailty
guilty?"
afterward
show
in
a
take
yes?"
To rent piano. Phone
WANTED
"Guilty."
"I don't know that I ought to," Miss
Main 628.
Kent answered, but her smile was disOne or the Other.
tinctly affirmative. So they sot out toOr." kid story leads on to another. A
the
left
had
soon
and
they
gether
.' eveland school teacher one who has
grimy working life far behind and at several
periods in the
were riding on a street car through
pi'.at favored us with anecdotes FOR SALE Cheap, good work horse.
the city. And then they got off and
us an account
W. F. White, 523 Sixth street.
turned down a little side street of about her pupils send3
in
of
a
her
conducted
quiz
geography
even
never
which Mias Kent had
class only a day or two ago, says the
heard, and he was piloting her into
FOR SALE Almost new first class
a real Scandinavian restaurant. They Cleveland Plain Dealer.
furniture. Mrs. S. M. Martin, 406
we
live?"
zone
do
asked
"In what
sat down at a table which had bsen
National.
teacher.
this
there
and
made for two exclusively,
"The teiap'rut zone!" chanted the
the lights and the music and the
class.
FOR SALE Cheap, single top buggy
merry conversation of the other diners
And what do we mean by
"Right.
Miss
in good condition; also two room
all
about
Miss
Ksnt
made
forget
anWillie, you may
camp cottage.
Mayhew and her miserable corre- 'temperate?'
Inquire 210 Ninth
love-struc- k
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MOOSEMeets
Thursday

e
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h't

hyt-ter-

M.

V

,

Miss

NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O.
Regular com- - fourth

second an3
evening each
V
munication first and month at W. O. W. hall.
WV
Visiting
ihird Thursday In brothers cordially Invited. Howard T.
V4
sach month, riaitinf Davis, Dictator: p. A. Linn
Secretary.
brothers cordially
Wm. P. Mi'ia J E. ROSNWALD LODGE NO.
541
W. M., H. S .an Petten,
Secretary.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuesday of the month in the vestry room
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO 2
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock p.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg. m. Visiting brothers are cordially ins
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
V'vjjr 'ar Inconclave sec d Tus-Xeach month at Ma- Greenclay, Secretary.
day
sonic Temple at 7:3t p. tn. O. H.
Klnkel. B3. C. ; Chas. Tamme. Ro I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
carder.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All vlt'ting
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY brethren
cordially invited to attend.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- - F. D.
Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V, G.;
vocation first Monday in T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz.
each month at Masonic Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeier?
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Trustee.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
sfcl. Blood, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
S. Meets first and third Fridays on
the second and fourth Mondays of
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, Mrs. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs.
Sonsnl; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Montague, Local Deputy.
Visiting
Main 329.';
members are especially welcooa and
cordially invited.
A.

good-looking-

of

RESTAURANT

v

"Dear Miss Mayhew:
"I am a blonde and I have been going with a young gentleman for a
year. We love each other dearly. He
calls to see me every Wednesday and
on Saturday nights we go to the
'.heater. He has told me that he is
not going with any other young ladies
at present but he has never asked me
to marry him. Would it be wrong
for me to tell him I love him? I am
nineteen and am considered rather
Something

LOBBY

far Sak

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
S o'clock.
Visiting members are cordially welcome. J. C. Wertz, President; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C. H.
Baily, Treasurer.

LOCAL TIME CARD
Eas; Bcund
Arrive
No.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
B.

OF

COLUMBUS, COUNNO. 804. Meets
second and
Thursday in O. R. C. hall.

KNIGHTS

CIL
r urth
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

Depart
9:ir: p m

9:10 p. ,m

2

4 ...11:05 p. m
11:05 p. in
No
2:19 a. m
2:05 a. m
f
No
No. 10. ... 1:45 p. m..:. 2:10 p m
West Bound

Arrive
No,
No.
No.
No.

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

1
3

7....
9

a. m
p. m
p. m.

HUNKER

George

A.

Depart

p. m

..

1:43
6:15
4:30
7:00

& HUNKER
A.

Hunker. Chester

p m.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m

Hunker

Attorneys-at-La-

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURNew Mexico
Las Vegas,
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
swer."
DENTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
street.
"
'Temp'rut Is were it's freezln' cold
8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
at
month
half the time an' roastin' hot the other
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
FOR SALE Runabout,
half the time."
equipped,
Dentist
D.
Finan
A.
Tillman,
President;
If Willie wasn't sent to the head for
cheap for cash; this week only. First
of
work
Dental
any description at
V.
Mrs.
A.
Local
Morrow,
that it wasn't because he didn't deDeputy,
cier;
$200 takes it. Inquire Optic.
serve the honor.
moderate
prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13'v
FOR
SALE
Household
bed
goods,'
SURELY FICTION.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
couch, dresser, tables, chairs, ice East Las Vegas, N. M.
well-drille- d

'
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Miss Kent was quite thoughtful for
a Jong time. The paper was crowded
that day and there was only room for
one more answer. The last letter
was

25,

spondents.
As she watched McLaughlin she
could not help Chinking that he was
the nicest young fellow she knew. He
carried himself so well and looked so
frank and kind, and he had always
treated her with such courtesy. And
McLaughlin, looking at her until their
eyes met and each turned away in embarrassment, was thinking something
that had often disturbed him when
he was seated at the copy desk that
Alice Kent was different from any
girl he had ever known, "and what
luck it was that nobody had come
altong and snapped her up while he
was idly dreaming about her.
He bent over the table toward her.
'Do you know," he said, "I feel as if
I had known you all my life instead
nf harelv a counle of months. How
did we ever get to speak to each
other? Why, I don't believe that we
have even been introduced to each
other, and now I feel as though wo
ought to be sitting next ,to each other
at dinner every night. Gee, , that
would be some dinner, wouldn't it!"
I guess it would," answered Miss
Kent happily.
And then they fell to chatting and
lingered over the meal so long that
neither knew whether the fish had
been served or whether it was the
salad they were waiting for. Indeed,
when at last they looked up they
found that everybody in the restaurant had left, and the band was going: home, and they two were alone
together there with the proprietor and
the waiters, who were standing round
and looking at them with smiles that
betrayed an admixture of impatience.
So they went out and strolled through
a paradise of dirty streets until they
came to a clean little park, and they
sat down on a bench and their con
versation became quite personal and
absorbing.
When at last McLaughlin left Miss
Kent at the door of her apartment he
hesitated, and, as he looked back
nver his shoulder at her, fumbling
with the key which somehow would
not fit the lock of the door, he sud
denly came back again and took he
In his arms and kissed her.
Miss Kent had often dreamed of
such a possibility and of the just rep
rimand that she would impose upon
the criminal who took such a liberty,
It had ranged all the way from a box
on the ear to a mild rebuke, according
to the way she happened to be feeling. Eut now, to her subsequent
amazement, all she did was to put
her arms round his neck and say:
"O, Richard, I love yoa with all my
,

heart"

box. Must be sold at once.
Eighth street.

411

FOR SALE Four room house and
sun room, two lots, well, city
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
244, East Las Vegas.

For Rent
RENT Furnished rooms with
private board. Mrs. Chambers, 710
Grand avenue.

FOR

PIANO for rent.

417

Eighth street.

FOR RENT Three rooms furnished
or unfurnlsned, located on West
side. Call Main 292.
Did you read this
Mrs. Henpeck
book "He Fell In Love With His
Wife?"
FURNISHED cottage for rent. 417
Mr. Henneck You don't think I'd
Eighth.
read such foolish fiction as that, do
you?
ROOM and board for gentlemen In
private family. Mrs. Noyes, 02
Spoiled the Show.
Main.
There is a good story of an actor
who was depicting on the board, a
FOR RENT Five room furnished cotpowerful pathetic part
He was made up marvelously to
tage. Call 618 Grand aevnue.
look starved to skin and bone, tottering on the verge of death from starva- FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
tion, gasping for breath andv weak
ground floor, with or without board.
amaciation.
725 Sixth street.
Still, he had on his fingers a flashing diamond ring, and the sarcastic
gallery reproved him for It one night. FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
At the critical moment the hero
employed,
comfortable, furnished
faltered out In agony to the gallery:
no health seekers. Phone
room;
"Good heavens! If this fails, what
Purple 5301.
shall I do?"
The answer floated down unexpectFURNISHED ROOMS for light house
edly from the top seats:
'
"Pawn yer ring!"
keeping. 921 Lincoln.
The act was spoiled. Ideas.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
A Subscriber.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
"Was that man of much assistance
General
Massage, Hair and Scalp
movement?
our
in
great political
"No. He is one of those people who Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
will subscribe to your opinions, but
net to your campaign fund."
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
No Wonder.
"Do you know, I never meet that
man yonder but he gets on my

nerves."

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

AND

"Who Is he?"
And then, grinning, out of Its
a shadowy remembrance crept
"My dentist"
Into fully fledged life.
Home Vaudeville
"O, Richard!' she cried hysterically,
"What's the trouble now!"
"can't you do one thing for me? Ask
Mr. Kemp to take me on the agony
"Dispute between onr parlormaid
column. I can't live up to Miss Mays and our cook aa to which Is tha head-linof the hoasehjold,"
hew's principles."

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

er

Subscribe for The Optic.

GRYSTML IGE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100, lbs
200 to. 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.- -..

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Phone Ma.in 227
esse

-- RETAIL

PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 fas., Each Delivery

Less than 50 lbs.,

Ech

Lincoln Ave

Delivery

.20c per 100 lbs.
...25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs

4GUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
ot Which Hav Made Las Vega Famous.

lasting Qualities

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads,
Are Best

'

Market Finders
Classified ad, search out the people to whom amonn al
those who MIGHT BUY ths particular thlag is worth most.
That property yon want to sell la WORTH M08T io aemeea
the ads. In taia asws paper and woild aever near "vt
your property unless It were advertised here.
who reads

Others, who read and ana er ads. in tola aewsaper waal (aa
to pay eaan tor) books, automobiles, wed
aaehio
and furniture, articles ot m ulness ef any sort, aad musical
strtunents.

are anxious

Aa the classified ads, are read s) all pom! sie bsyers, of all t.
lble sorts of thlaea, taey fcave eome to be finders of the best aa'
keta.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EIGHT

Light
o'clock

.....65c

Tokay, Per Basket.

Cornichon, Per Basket

65c

Malvoise, Per Basket

50c

Concord, Per Basket..........
Mission, Per Basket

50c

automobile lamps at 6:39
this evening.

Think of rubbers and shoes and then
think of Bacharachs'. Adv.

Winter underwear in all sizes and
grades for everybody at Bacharachs.

L

Mrs, J. E. McMahon has rented the

NEW JERSEY SWEET

Wesner cottage on Eighth street and
will reside there with her daughters
during the coming winter.

POTAIOS

Watermelons

CRANBERRIES

2c Per Pound

LA CUEVA APPLES

STEARNS'

STEARNS'

STORE

STORE
-

-

...

--

-

William Kline of the Graaf and
Hayward company has ben Indisposed for the past few days and unable
to be at his place in the store.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood.
Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lnhby, of course.
AdT.

Victor talking machines and records
will help" you spend many a pleasant
evening. A full line of records al
ways on hand at Bacharachs. Adv.

-

Suits and overcoats, heavy all wool
cassimeres, worsteds, for Friday and
Saturday $12.95 and Bave $5 to $8.
Correct Garments, for Men.

AT THE HOME OF

THE

BEST

EATABLE

EVERYTHING

OF

Tai-chert- 's

Adv.

The San Miguel County Fair association will hold a meeting tonight at
7:30 o'clock at the court house. Everybody interested In the fair is urged
to be present.

Turkeys, Ducks, Springs and Hens

Salmon, Halibut
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THE CARTOONIST
Makes You
Forjjet Your Troubles
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Albuquerque, October 6 to 11

The attendance at the Photoplay
theater last night was unusually large.
The pictures shown, in which Romaine Fielding and his company acted, pleased the crowds at each show
All the pictures shown last
given.
night were taken in Silver City and
the country in that part of the state.
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Morse Ivaces. Relay R.a.ces, Indian Raxes
Frontier Sports a. net Games
1

Agriculture, Horticul.
ture, Farm Product and Live Stock Display Ever Attempted
NEW

MEXICO

RESOllRCES-B- iest

A. L. Westgard, vice president and
director of transcontinental highways
for the National Highways associathis morning stated that he
tion,
would remain In Lns; Vegas until the
storm had abated and until the roads
were In condition for travel. He congratulates himself that he is in a city
where modern conveniences can be
obtained.

in the Southwest
E

SEE "SKY HIGH" IRVING

Jumping from ROY FRANCIS

Aeroplane While Traveling 60 Miles an Hour, 4000 Feet in
the Sky
.
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Tickets on Sale October 4 to H inclusive with
final
return limit October 15, 1913. , ;
p
Fcr other information, Schedules, etc. applv to

This morning the Harris milk wag,
,
on, loaded to capacity, suffered a severe jolting whefl the team pulling it
ran away on Fifth street. The horses
D.
B
P
' were startled by a heavy fall of snow
from a tree under which they were
standing and started on a swift run
down the street. In a collision with
We pay Dc a pound for nice large
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
a tree in front of the G. A. Fleming
(lean cotton rags. Optic Publishing
residence,
they were forcibly slopped
Or.
TRADE
coal
SALES
Soft
OR
FOH
and soon taken charge of by the
&tove for two smaller stoves. Apply
driver. Several bottles of milk were
716 Seventh street.
broken, but otherwise no damage was
TO RENT From one to ten rooms at done.
e
Ideal
Mountain
$2 per room; partly furnished, new-lResort
in
ones Main 20 and Olive 5174
fitted. Will foe on premises and
at fnir October 3. S. L. Darker,
All Year Round Resort
1209 Mora avenue, East Las Vegas.
t:.:
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$4.85 Instead of $5.50

The party consisting of J. P: Dods,
manager of the Automobile Blue Book
publication; J. A. Harris, advertising
manager for the White Automobile
company, and N. Lazarnlck, an export
photographer, is scheduled to leUve
Pueblo, Col., tomorrow for Taos, from
whence they will come to Las Vegas,
On account
arriving here Saturday.
of the bad weather that has been general all over the state and in parts of
Colorado it is thought by a number
of local men that this party will not
arrive in Las Vegas before next week.
The party is making a trip through
Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona
with the purpose of logging and mapping the roads and also of obtaining
material for, magazine articles that
will appear in the largest publications
in the United States. -- They will oe
the guests of the Las Vegas Commercial club for one day here, and a trip
will be taken to the points of interest
near the city.j
Although Secretary Stark of the
Commercial cjlub has been informed
by this party that it will be unable to
remain in Lap Vegas for more than
one day, It Is thought today that perhaps the partjf will remain for several
days. Should this he the case an extended trip will be taken by a committee from the Commercial club escorting the iisitors to the Harvey
ranch and other interesting places In
the mountains.
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$5.85 Instead of $7.50

Let Us Have Your Order

til-

15c for 25c Stove Pipe and

r-T

-

Elbows

Today

DUR SI.OHAN

W

10c for No. 5 or No. 6
Dampers

J.

C. JOHNSEN AND SON
"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

Stove Boards 45c and Up

BUY Ail AUTO DEL IV LSI

Y WAQOM
Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Ixpenme

$24.85 for the $30.00

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, teliabie in operation cheaper thuniiorse power

Ranges

AT

THE ROSENTHAL
OpposUe the Y.

iOW

M. C. A.
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DAMAGE TO

TREES
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulcrs from
LAS VEGAS IS VISITED BY STORM
THAT BREAKS ALL SEPTEMBER RECORDS
A repetition of an occurrence in
Las Vegas eeveral years ago took
place this morning when limbs an
branches of hundreds of trees in the
city were broken as a result of the
snow storm that started about 7
o'clock. By noon the damage to the
trees had been great and a number
were completely destroyed. Men were
employed all morning knocking the
snow from the trees in the parks and
the Castenada lawn.
The fall was estimated this afternoon to be over ten inches and is the
largest that has- been known in Las
Vegas In the month of September in
404 years. Southern Colorado and the
entire state of New Mexico was cov
ered with a white sheet of snow. The
fall in Colorado is said to be the heaviest known there in this month for
several years.
The storm started about 3 o'clock
this morning when a thin drizzling
rain started to fall and later developed into a snowstorm. Present indications are that the storm will continue for two days. The precipitation
amounted to about .1C irh of water.
The storm will work a hardship and
considerable financial damage upon
the farmers by reason of injuring ripening crops and delaying threshing.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,

Agents

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

-

Santa Fe Gets BigFal
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 23. A snow
storm which broke all records in the
41 years the weather bureau has been
established in- - Santa Fe started at
7:30 o'clock this morning and lasted
over two hours. The snow melted
almost as rapidly as it fell in the lower altitudes.
More than .05 of an
inch
precipitation ' was recorded.
Traces of snow ini September have
been recorded, but never before such
a storm as this.
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Gross, Kelly

& Co.

Sole Agents

Elf HOSPITAL

BUILDING

Fill

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE; COURSE

"HARVEY'S"

Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
son. Old management; old rates. Car
riage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murpbey's or Plaza hotel.

KNIGHTS OF

s

Col. R.B . T WITCHBLL, Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

TOLUK

BUSINESS IS TO BE
IMPORTANT
TRANSACTED BY COUNCIL
NO. 804

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND

Las Vegas council No. 804, Knights
of Columbus, will hold an important

meeting tonight at 8 o'clock In the u.
R. C- hall.
The council will maKe
plans for the social activities of the
coming winter. It may also take some
action in regard to the celebration of
Columbus day, which occurs on Sun
day, October 12. Grand Knight Richard Devine has an Important announcement to make to the council,
and every member is requested to be
present.
-
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GIVE THEM AWAY

Dozen of

HEATERS

COAL

of Another

Shipment
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No. 13

WILL MEET TONIGHT

and He Is Goini
TO ALL CASH

L
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SATURDAY

Spanish-American-

l!ia)

33rd ANNUAL NEW MEXICO

BE HERE

On account of disagreeable weather
the Ladies' Aid society of the Chris-tiochurch will meet tomorrow afterTwo applications for bounties on the
noon at the Tabernacle at 2 o'clock,
hides of wild animals were made late
instead of this afternoon.
yesterday afternoon at the court
houBe. Domingo Hays, who resides
The fair to be given in Raton next in
Las Vegas, applied for $12 as bounweek is expected to be classy in all
on six coyotes killed by him recentty
particulars. The Colfax county bunch
in precinct No. 16. Julio Romero,
ly
has done itself proud In the way of r.lso of
Las Vegas, aBked for $2 as
preparation for the big event.
bounty upon one coyote killed in precinct No. 1.
Three months from today will be
Christmas. Will there more snow on
Romaine Fielding this morning hurthe ground then than now, and will
riedly wrote a scenario for the Luhin
there be more overcoats noticed upon Motion Picture
company and got his
the streets? Quien sabe?
company to work. Instead of being
a disadvantage to the company, the
All proprietors and clerks of the snow
storm gave it a chance to proclothing stores today wore a happy duce a play in which the beautiful
smile in appreciation of cool weather
the
sights of this morning,
that would necessitate the wearing of trees filled with snow especially
and drooping
heavy clothes. The sales were heavy to the ground, are featured. The play
in all the stores.
is said to be an excellent one. Field
ing never loses, an opportunity to take
s
soThe Young
advantage of natural sonditions.
ciety will give a dance and, buffet luncheon tomorrow evening in the Hotel
OUTLOOK IS DOUBTFUL
Al Jacobi, the chef at the
Romaine.
Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 25. With
hostelry, has prepared a magnificent eight players eliminated from the
menu for the affair.
championship match of the Women's
Western Golf association yesterday,
The members of the Las Vegas the outcome remains as doubtful as
lodge of Elks, their wives and lady when the first round of the match
friends, will enjoy a dance tonight at play started.
the club house. All local and visiting
Elks are cordially invited to be pres- WILSON MAKES APPOINTMENTS
ent. The dance will be informal.
Washington, Sept. 25. President
Wilson today made these nominaAlthough indications are discourag- tions: Assistant secretary of the
ing in respect to the weather, the treasury, Byron R. Newton of New
dance at the Elks' club tonight prom- York; postmasters In Texas, Mrs.
ises to be an enjoyable and well at- Josie O. Wheeler at Brownsville.
tended affair. All Elks and their
ladles are cordially invited to be
present.
n

Cranberries and Sweet Potatoes

25,

No. 11

COLORADO TOMORROW

50c

PICKLES NOW

If ILL

Try a dram of Old Taylor liourbon IF WEATHER CONDITIONS PERAdv.
at the Opera Bar.
MIT, TRAVELERS WILL LEAVE

Adv.

MAKE YOUR MELON

SEPTEMBER

BLUE BOOK PARTY

LOCAL NEWS

'FANCY KIAPES

THURSDAY,

SEASON TICKFfS

$1.50

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

50c

CHILDREN UNDER VI YEARS

35c

i

